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Vision and Objectives of S-Cube
The Software Services and Systems Network (S-Cube) will establish a unified, multidisciplinary,
vibrant research community which will enable Europe to lead the software-services revolution,
helping shape the software-service based Internet which is the backbone of our future interactive
society.
By integrating diverse research communities, S-Cube intends to achieve world-wide scientific
excellence in a field that is critical for European competitiveness. S-Cube will accomplish its aims by
meeting the following objectives:
• Re-aligning, re-shaping and integrating research agendas of key European players from
diverse research areas and by synthesizing and integrating diversified knowledge, thereby
establishing a long-lasting foundation for steering research and for achieving innovation at the
highest level.
• Inaugurating a Europe-wide common program of education and training for researchers and
industry thereby creating a common culture that will have a profound impact on the future of
the field.
• Establishing a pro-active mobility plan to enable cross-fertilisation and thereby fostering the
integration of research communities and the establishment of a common software services
research culture.
• Establishing trust relationships with industry via European Technology Platforms (specifically
NESSI) to achieve a catalytic effect in shaping European research, strengthening industrial
competitiveness and addressing main societal challenges.
• Defining a broader research vision and perspective that will shape the software-service based
Internet of the future and will accelerate economic growth and improve the living conditions
of European citizens.
S-Cube will produce an integrated research community of international reputation and acclaim that
will help define the future shape of the field of software services which is of critical for European
competitiveness. S-Cube will provide service engineering methodologies which facilitate the
development, deployment and adjustment of sophisticated hybrid service-based systems that cannot be
addressed with today’s limited software engineering approaches. S-Cube will further introduce an
advanced training program for researchers and practitioners. Finally, S-Cube intends to bring strategic
added value to European industry by using industry best-practice models and by implementing
research results into pilot business cases and prototype systems.

S-Cube materials are available from URL: http://www.s-cube-network.eu/
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Aims and Focus of the Deliverable

This document is part of the deliverable series of S-Cube, the Software Services and Systems Network.
The goal of this deliverable is twofold. First, it aims to provide the research vision on the research
problems and challenges to be addressed by the S-Cube consortium with respect to SBA adaptation and
monitoring. Second, it aims to resolve the diversity in terminology and interpretation of related terms between different communities identified in the previous deliverable [22], and to provide a comprehensive
and holistic overview of the knowledge and concepts in the field of adaptation and monitoring.
In order to achieve these goals, the deliverable first presents the research problems and challenges
for SBA adaptation and monitoring and a first version of the integrated adaptation and monitoring framework (Chapter 2). This integrated framework (depicted by the abstract conceptual model in Figure 2.1)
provides a high level view of the key logical elements needed for adaptation and monitoring of SBAs
and shows the basic dependencies between them. The framework not only provides a basis for the alignment of different research communities and their terminology, but also shows a way to resolve one of
the key research challenges of this workpackages – to provide an integrated, holistic, and comprehensive
adaptation and monitoring principles, techniques, and methodologies.
Starting from this general framework the subsequent parts (Chapter 3 and 4 for monitoring and
adaptation respectively) present separate conceptual models that provide a refinement of the key logical
elements of the framework by introducing important (however, generic) concepts and their relationships.
The refinement from the A&M framework is depicted in these conceptual models by introducing packages which are named according to the logical elements in the A&M framework. The adaptation- and
monitoring-specific conceptual models are further specialized and classified in the form of the corresponding adaptation and monitoring taxonomies. The classification within taxonomies is structured such
as to answer the following questions about the corresponding concepts: “Why?”, “Who?”, “What?” and
“How?”. In particular,
• the “Why?” dimension provides a description of the motivation for monitoring respectively adaptation;
• the “Who?” dimension characterizes the monitoring problem respectively adaptation problem
from the user point of view;
• the “What?” dimension is used to classify the subject of monitoring respectively adaptation and
the way it is described;
• the “How?” dimension describes the way the monitoring approach respectively adaptation approach is delivered.
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These generic concepts and taxonomies are then related to individual domains and research challenges to show how those domains and research areas fit within these refined models. The representation
of domains is given in a form of tables, which follow the taxonomy structure (i.e., the “Why?”, “Who?”,
“What?”, and “How?” dimensions) and include the key elements of that taxonomy. In this way, the
tables are able to capture all the relevant aspects of the problem and its solution in a particular domain,
without, however, going too much in details. In particular, the taxonomies aim to take into account the
following research disciplines:
• Software Engineering (and, in particular, component-based software engineering),
• Business Process Management,
• Service-oriented Computing,
• Human Computer Interaction, and
• Grid Computing.
Based on those domain instantiations, the differing or similar usage of terms can be identified. In fact,
key definitions for concepts (both domain-specific and generic) are provided and will be contributed to
the S-Cube knowledge model.
The following figure illustrates the dependencies between the various models:

Monitoring
Mechanism
<<trace>>

Monitoring
Mechanisms

Monitor

Monitored
Property

BAM:
KPIs, run-time
exceptions and
faults of BP
instances.
Low-level events…

observes
detect

Monitored
Events

Monitored
Property

Property
type

Specification

A&M Framework

Conceptual
Model

Taxonomy

Domain
Description

Finally, in Chapter 5 we conclude the deliverable with final remarks.

1.2

Relationships with other S-Cube Deliverables

Several of the topics addressed in this deliverable are closely related to the topics addressed in other
workpackages of S-Cube, or are addressed – with a different focus – in those workpackages. The relationships of this deliverable with other S-Cube deliverables include:
• PO-JRA-1.1.3 (‘Codified HCI Knowledge and Context Factors’): In PO-JRA-1.1.3 HCI knowledge and context factors are documented in an explicit form. HCI knowledge and context factors
are also relevant for monitoring and adaptation concerns.
• CD-JRA-1.3.2 (‘Quality reference model for SBA’): In that deliverable quality attributes that could
be monitored are further described.
External Final Version 1.1, Dated May 28, 2009
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• CD-IA-1.1.2 (‘Separate knowledge models for functional layers’): The objective of CD-IA-1.1.1
is to build separate knowledge models for the three functional layers of service based applications. The taxonomies and definitions of terms made in this deliverable will be integrated, with
the aim of supporting a common understanding and consistent use of terminology throughout the
workpackages of S-Cube.
• PO-JRA-1.2.1 (‘State of the art report, gap analysis of knowledge on principles, techniques and
methodologies for monitoring and adaptation of SBAs’): The analysis performed in PO-JRA-1.2.1
has identified a diversity in terminology and interpretation of terms between different communities
addressing service-based applications. To address this diversity and consolidate and align the
terminology on monitoring and adaptation of service-based applications, this deliverable provides
a comprehensive taxonomy.

1.3
1.3.1

Methodology
Process

In order to identify, consolidate, and evaluate the adaptation and monitoring framework, the conceptual
models, and the corresponding taxonomies, we performed the following research activities:
1. Starting from the state-of-the-art overview of the research results on SBA adaptation and monitoring and using the initial classification of those results presented in Deliverable PO-JRA-1.2.1, we
have been incrementally building the generalized representation of the most important A&M concepts and their relationships. This activity aimed to come up with a general and holistic conceptual
model and its classification that is equally applicable to literally any adaptation- and monitoringrelated problem within the research disciplines and areas the S-Cube project focuses on. As a
result of this activity, we obtained the following models:
• a general integrated adaptation and monitoring framework (Section 2.1). On the one hand, the
framework is general enough to equally represent various domains and disciplines, and on the
other hand, reflects the key concepts, the architecture and the process of the SBA adaptation
and monitoring. The concepts of the framework are further refined into the models specific
to adaptation and monitoring.
• a refinement of the general A&M framework by means of individual conceptual models
for monitoring (Section 3.1), adaptation (Section 4.1) and potential dependencies between
monitoring and adaptation (Section 3.4).
• a classification of the SBA monitoring and adaptation concepts in the form of corresponding
monitoring (Section 3.2) and adaptation taxonomies (Section 4.2). This classification represent the evolution of the classification represented in the state-of-the-art deliverable POJRA-1.2.1. The elements of the taxonomies are sill generic and may be applied to various
disciplines and domains. Having in mind that the presented taxonomies will be used within
the project to derive novel holistic and integrated A&M solutions, the classification aims
to define requirements for such solutions, and therefore is defined to answer the “Why?”,
“Who?”, “What?”, a “How?” questions.
2. In order to evaluate the presented models and classifications, we then demonstrated how various
monitoring (Section 3.3) and adaptation problems (Section 4.3) identified in the literature can be
captured with those models. For these purposes, we considered various problems and different
research disciplines and interpreted those problems in terms of the presented concepts. The obtained instantiations not only show the usability of the defined taxonomies, but also provide a basis
for the future integration of various state-of-the-art solutions as they uniformly represent different
terminology and techniques.
External Final Version 1.1, Dated May 28, 2009
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Knowledge Modeling Technique

The knowledge models described in this deliverable are represented using the syntax of UML class
diagrams. The UML (Unified Modeling Language) was intended as a ”language that is used to specify,
visualize, construct and document the artifacts of a software system” (see [106, p. 3]) and not as a
language for describing knowledge models. Thus, in this section, we define what the UML constructs
mean when being used in our knowledge models. From the rich set of modeling constructs available for
UML class diagrams, we chose the following subset with the meaning described below (see [1] for the
rationale of using UML for knowledge modeling):
• Class: A class is used to document a concept of our knowledge model. Intrinsic properties, i. e.,
properties belonging only to this concept, are modeled as attributes. Mutual properties, i. e., properties representing a relation between concepts are represented as associations or aggregations (for
the distinction between intrinsic and mutual properties, please refer to [123, p. 222]).
• Attribute: An attribute represents an intrinsic property of a concept. It is used to more precisely define the concept. All technical properties of attributes, such as data type or visibility, are excluded
from the knowledge model.
• Association: An association represents a relation between two (or more) concepts (mutual property). The label of the association describes the relation verbally. The reading order of the association label is denoted (different from standard UML) by using directed associations. This also
means that a directed association does not imply any navigability.
• Aggregation: An aggregation is used to model a special relation between two concepts, where one
end of the aggregation denotes the whole and the other end of the aggregation denotes the part.
Aggregations do not have to be labeled.
• Generalization: The generalization relation is used to model the linguistic concept of subsumption
(see e. g. [79]), i. e., to express that one concept is more general than another. Generalization
relations between concepts will be drawn in a top-down fashion whenever possible in order to
enhance the readability of the diagrams [82].
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Chapter 2

Vision
Service-Based Applications (SBA) run in dynamic business environments and address constantly evolving requirements. These applications should hence become drastically more flexible, as they should be
able to adequately identify and react to various changes in the business requirements and application
context. These challenges make monitoring and adaptation the key elements of modern SBA functionality.
The problem of monitoring and adaptation of various types of software system has gained a lot of
interest both in the research community and in industry. In the recent years, these aspects have attracted
more and more interest in the area of SBA and in Service-Oriented Computing (SOC). However, the
results and directions are still insufficient. First, the proposed approaches are very fragmented; they
address only specific problems, particular application domains, and particular types of applications and
systems; the monitoring solutions are often isolated from the adaptation needs and approaches. Second,
most of the approaches dealing with adaptation address the problem reactively: the solutions aim to
define a way to recovery from the problem when it is already happened rather than to prevent it to
happen. This is, indeed, insufficient in certain applications and domains. Third, as the applications, their
users, and the settings where they operate become more and more dynamic, open, and unpredictable, the
role of the application context (being a physical, business, or user-specific) becomes much more critical.
These issues are often omitted by the state-of-the-art solutions both for monitoring and adaptation. Very
relevant to this is also the role and participation of various types of users in the monitoring and adaptation
process. The service-based applications are often designed to target final users, and, therefore, should be
able to collect and properly exploit the information about the user in order to customize and personalize
those applications as well as to let the users participate to the corresponding activities.
In this workpackage the work is devoted to the development of the novel principles, techniques,
and mechanisms for SBA adaptation and monitoring focused on the following key research aspects and
questions:
• Comprehensive adaptation and monitoring framework. The workpackage will concentrate on
providing holistic framework for adaptation and monitoring principles, techniques, and methods,
which will enable the integration of different, isolated, and fragmented solutions. In particular, the
framework will allow for:
– Integrating solutions for monitoring with the solutions for adaptation bridging the gap between their models, architectures, and realizations to achieve more efficient and focused
support for SBA implementation and management.
– Cross layer integration of monitoring approaches. This form of integration is crucial for
modern SBA provisioning, as it provides a way to properly locate and evaluate the source of
the problem and its impact.
– Cross layer integration of adaptation approaches. This form of integration is complementary to the previous one and will allow us to properly identify and propagate the necessary
External Final Version 1.1, Dated May 28, 2009
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adaptation activities in different elements of the SBA architecture.
– Cross boundary integration of monitoring and adaptation techniques. Here the focus on
identifying the role and the impact of various monitored events and adaptation actions on
the different participants of the system and its environment, as well as on distributing the
information and the actions across those participants accordingly.
– Cross life-cycle integration of monitoring and adaptation techniques. Here the goal is to
exploit the knowledge and mechanisms available at different phases of the life-cycle (e.g.,
design-time or post-operational information) in order to devise, e.g., new monitoring approaches (e.g., exploiting post-mortem process analysis for prediction) or adaptation decision mechanisms (e.g., explore previous decisions and adaptation effects to select proper
adaptation strategy).
• Predictive SBA monitoring and proactive SBA adaptation. This workpackage will concentrate
on the problem of predicting the critical changes in SBA functioning (in collaboration with the
workpackage JRA-1.3, end-to-end quality) in order to proactively prevent undesired situations. In
particular, the workpackage will focus on new techniques and solutions for adapting the system
based on the predicted quality values.
• Exploiting contextual information and user aspects for SBA monitoring and adaptation. The
information about different types of the SBA context, as well as about the user and its settings,
is crucial for the application logic. Novel approaches are necessary for being able to specify and
observe this information and for driving the selection, realization, and enactment of the corresponding adaptation actions.
In this chapter we illustrate the novel vision on the SBA adaptation and monitoring that we have defined in S-Cube; this vision will provide a comprehensive, coherent framework for the existing challenges
and for the different research lines undertaken by S-Cube and by the broader SOC research community.
The vision will also place the adaptation and monitoring research within the global picture and objectives
of the S-Cube project; will drive the identification of the competences – and gaps – of the consortium,
and to define the research roadmap, which will be addressed by the WP participant and by the project as
a whole.

2.1

Conceptual Adaptation and Monitoring Framework

At the high level of abstraction, the adaptation and monitoring framework can be described by the
concepts represented in Figure 2.1. This figure identifies Monitoring Mechanisms, Monitored Events,
Adaptation Requirements, Adaptation Strategies, Adaptation Mechanisms, and the relations between
these concepts, as the key elements of the S-Cube A&M framework. It is important to remark that
the significance of this conceptual framework is not in the figure itself – it describes a standard sensing/planning/actuating control chain. The significance is in the very broad meaning that we give to the
different concepts, and to the capability of the chain to allow for a very general integration of a wide
range of mechanisms, techniques and methodologies for monitoring and adaptation, as discussed in the
following.

2.1.1

Elements of the Framework

A generic adaptation and monitoring framework consists of the following elements:
• With Monitoring Mechanism we mean any mechanism that can be used to check whether the actual
situation corresponds to the expected one. The meaning we give to the monitoring mechanisms
is very broad; in this way, we refer not only to “classical” run-time monitoring facilities, but also
External Final Version 1.1, Dated May 28, 2009
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Monitored
events

detect

Monitoring
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Adaptation
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Adaptation
mechanisms

achieve

Adaptation
strategies

realize

Figure 2.1: Conceptual A&M framework

to techniques such as post-mortem log analysis techniques, data mining, online and offline testing
and even verification/validation, etc. Realization of monitoring mechanisms is provided by the
corresponding monitoring engines built on top of the monitoring infrastructures.
• Monitoring mechanisms are used to detect Monitored Events, i.e., the events that deliver the relevant information about the application execution, evolution, and context. These events represent
the fact that there is critical difference with respect to the expected SBA state, functionality, and
environment. The monitored events result from observing monitoring properties, derived from the
adaptation requirements as a specification of the expected state and functionality of the SBA and
its environment. The notion of monitored events may be very broad ranging from basic failures,
deviation of QoS parameters, to complex properties over many executions of SBA, certain trends
in the SBA environment, changes in business rules, etc.
• Monitored events in turn trigger Adaptation Requirements, which represent the necessity to change
the underlying SBA in order to remove the difference between the actual (or predicted) situation
and the expected one. They may include dependability and functional correctness requirements,
optimality, interoperability, usability, etc.
• In order to satisfy adaptation requirements, it is necessary to define Adaptation Strategies, which
define the possible ways to achieve those requirements given the current situation. Note that it is
possible to have a set of different adaptation strategies applicable in the same situation. In this case
the process requires certain decision mechanisms that operate autonomously or involve humans.
• Finally, the adaptation strategies are realized by the Adaptation Mechanisms – the techniques and
facilities provided by the underlying SBA or by the operation and management platform in different functional SBA layers that enable corresponding strategies. The adaptation may be also done
“manually”, i.e., by re-designing/re-engineering the application. In this case we should speak
about application evolution as the permanent SBA changes are required that should be done via
SBA re-design.
An important aspect of these conceptual elements is the necessity to define and implement the corresponding decision mechanisms, which correspond to the four arrows in the picture in Figure 2.1 and
coordinate the work of the framework and realize the relations among them. In particular,
• Monitoring properties allow us to analyze the variety of SBA information observed during its
execution and evolution, and to extract and report those events and situations that are critical from
the point of view of the monitoring.
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Figure 2.2: Realization of conceptual elements

• Adaptation decision mechanisms relate the monitoring activities with the adaptation activities: they
regulate when a particular monitored event corresponds to a situation in which the system should
be changed.
• Strategy decision mechanisms define the way a particular adaptation strategy is chosen based on the
adaptation needs, SBA state, history of previous adaptations, etc. In particular, these mechanisms
will provide a way to resolve conflicts among different adaptation requirements.
• Realization mechanisms define how a particular strategy is realized, when there is a wide range of
available options (e.g., many services to bind in place of failed one).
Note that the realization of these decision mechanisms may be done automatically or may require user
involvement. In the latter case we speak about the human-in-the-loop adaptation: the users (with different
roles) may decide whether the adaptation is needed, which strategy to choose, and even participate to its
realization (e.g., manual ad-hoc SBA adaptation through re-design).

2.1.2

Usages of the Framework

The role of the picture in Figure 2.2 is threefold: to provide an integrated model of the A&M framework,
to define a conceptual architecture of such a framework, and to identify an overall adaptation process.
As an integrated model for the A&M framework it defines key concepts for monitoring and adaptation which are by design very general. This allows us to capture any adaptation approach in a uniform
way, independently from the problem or application domain, discipline, functional layer, or type of the
problem addressed. This also provides a basis for the integration of different solutions within a single
approach, and re-use of existing solutions for various purposes.
Each conceptual element may be instantiated in a variety of ways (see Figure 2.2):
• different mechanisms and techniques may be exploited for the SBA monitoring such as run-time
monitoring tools, online testing, process log analysis.
• a variety of different events may be observed for the same application such as various faults, QoS
degrade and violation of SLAs, deviation from the expected behavior. These event may refer to a
particular instance (or execution) of an application or to all the instances; they may also correspond
to different functional SBA layers.
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• the list of adaptation requirements, strategies, and their implementations may be also very broad
(e.g., re-execution of a particular service or changing a provider, modifying the composition or
even re-design of the application) and may also refer to a particular instance or to the whole
application model.
Furthermore, these instances may be further combined in a variety of ways within different approaches,
and then applied to the same SBA.
Almost all the existing approaches covered in the state of the art can be mapped into this model by
suitable instantiations of the conceptual elements. For instance,
• Approaches with dynamic re-binding: the service composition is monitored, service faults are detected, a re-execution strategy is realized through discovering, re-binding, and invoking alternative
service.
• Provider reputation-based adaptation: QoS metrics statistics is collected, SLA violations are detected, a reputation management strategy is applied, the provider is added to the black list and
replaced.
• SBA evolution: the composition is monitored, an undesired execution is recorded, a behavior
correction is triggered which is achieved through the evolution of the SBA and the design of a new
composition workflow.
More important, novel approaches are being defined as part of the S-Cube research activities by new
instantiations of this model.
Second, this picture defines a conceptual architecture of a comprehensive adaptation framework.
The modularization of these concepts allows us to define key components of the A&M tools, to identify
the interfaces between these components and to abstract from any specific realization of these components. On the contrary, within the same component different mechanisms and techniques may be applied
in combination. In this way, one can obtain more flexible, customizable, and powerful adaptation and
monitoring solutions.
Third, the picture identifies an overall adaptation process, where: (i) the relevant information
is collected through the monitoring mechanisms; (ii) critical events are recognized; (iii) the need for
adaptation is identified; (iv) an appropriate way to perform the adaptation is identified, i.e., an adaptation
strategy is selected; and (v) the adaptation is realized by exploiting the available adaptation mechanisms.
This adaptation approach is aligned with the SBA life-cycle investigated in workpackage JRA-1.1 and is
represented in Figure 2.3.

2.1.3

User Perspective

An important perspective of the introduced vision concerns the involvement of different user roles in the
adaptation- and monitoring-related activities across the overall A&M process and across the activities
of the SBA life-cycle (Figure 2.3). This perspective introduces an additional dimension of the problem,
which makes the corresponding approaches range from completely autonomous (self-* approaches) to
interactive and manual (human-in-the-loop approaches). We can distinguish the involvement of the users
according to the participation to the life-cycle of the adaptable SBA and to the adaptation and monitoring
process.
In case of participation to the life-cycle activities one can identify the roles of requirements engineers,
designers, and adaptation engineers. A Requirements Engineer defines the application requirements and,
therefore, identifies and derives the adaptation and monitoring requirements. A Designer (besides designing the SBA itself) may perform manual or semi-automatic design-time adaptation of the application
based on the information and requests for changes triggered at the operation and management phase of
the SBA life-cycle. An Adaptation Engineer performs specific activities that target design for monitoring
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Figure 2.3: User perspective on the Adaptation and Monitoring across SBA life-cycle

and adaptation, i.e., definition and specification of monitored properties and adaptation strategies, and
possibly engineering of novel A&M techniques and mechanisms.
In case of participation to the adaptation process, specific roles may also be identified. Given the
conceptual model, these roles correspond to the participation of the user in the realization of various
decision mechanisms (to define whether adaptation is needed, which strategy to use and how to realize
it). This includes SBA Manager (or Integrator), who observes how the application is executed and evolves
in order to make critical decisions (e.g., triggering requests for SBA re-design/re-engineering), and End
Users. The latter may be involved into the A&M process as follows: in case of user-centric SBAs,
the adaptation aims to address the needs, preferences, and expectations of a particular user; the system
adapts to the context of the user and to the way the user interacts with the application. Therefore, endusers directly or indirectly influence the way the adaptation and monitoring is performed, i.e., affect
adaptation and monitoring mechanisms.
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Chapter 3

Taxonomy of Monitoring Principles and
Mechanisms
The problem of monitoring has been widely studied and exploited in different research areas and application domains, ranging from classical software engineering to service-oriented architectures and grid
computing. The term “monitoring”, as well as the definition and conceptualization of the monitoring
approach, is strongly related with the particular application area and the kind of problems envisioned in
that area and domain.
Having in mind the goal of providing a holistic, comprehensive, and integrated vision on the monitoring and adaptation across various research disciplines, in the following we will try to present a generalized and universal yet practical definition of the monitoring problem. We will present a generic
conceptual model for the monitoring, which refines an overall adaptation and monitoring vision adopted
within S-Cube research project. Based on the conceptual model, this chapter will provide a classification
of the monitoring concepts, and instantiate this classification across relevant research disciplines.

3.1

Conceptual Model

In a broad sense monitoring may be defined as a process of collecting relevant information in order to
evaluate properties of interest over analyzed system and report corresponding events. That is, monitoring
may not only to detect certain facts, but also aggregate, analyze, and reaason over those facts, parameters,
and values. High-level conceptual model of the monitoring concepts is represented in Fig. 3.1. We
remark that this model refines the generic adaptation and monitoring conceptual model represented in
the Vision section of this document with the purpose of providing the relations among the key concepts
of the monitoring framework.
As it follows from the diagram, Monitoring is performed with the help of Monitoring Mechanisms,
and in particular by the Monitors, which are implemented by a variety of specific Realization Mechanisms (tools and techniques). Monitoring Mechanisms include also Monitoring Properties, which allow
one to identify and focus only on the important events and information. In order to observe those properties, Monitors continuously collect data from various Information Sources and detect Monitored Events
corresponding to these properties. Note that this model of monitoring may have recursive implementation, in a sense that one monitor may serve as a source of information for other monitors. Depending on
the purpose and the problem in hand the monitors may range from rather basic components that observe
very simple properties, to rather complex monitoring frameworks capable of observing very complex
properties defined with high-level specification languages.
Monitoring properties are used to characterize the Monitoring Subject under consideration. Depending on the approach, the Monitoring Subject may refer to the SBA itself or to its environment, to its
particular elements or particular aspects of the functionality, to a particular run or to the histories of
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Figure 3.1: High-level monitoring model

executions.
The monitoring process involves various Monitoring Actors that characterize different roles, with
which the users are involved in the process. One can identify the following types of actors:
• Requestor characterizes the stakeholders, who define the requirements to the system, or more
precisely, to the monitoring subject.
• Designer is responsible for defining the monitoring properties corresponding to the requirements
of the requesters, and, if necessary, to design the corresponding monitoring approaches.
• Provider represents a role in the ecosystem that owns or provides the monitoring functionalities.
• Consumer is interested in results of monitoring, i.e., aims to discover important monitoring events
and react to them triggering requirements for adaptation.
Note that these roles may correspond to the software components or require human involvement. In
particular, the result of the monitoring procedure (i.e., Monitored Events) may be consumed either by
the SBA Manager, who will make important decisions on the necessity, e.g., to re-design the application,
or by a software component that incorporates the logic to decide whether the run-time SBA adaptation is
needed.
Below we will provide a classification of the monitoring problem and identified monitoring concepts.

3.2

Monitoring Taxonomy

Relevant monitoring concepts are classified accordingly. The taxonomy aims to provide a classification
for and refine the key elements of the conceptual model of SBA monitoring. We will group the elements
of the monitoring taxonomy in a way to answer the following four important questions: why to monitor?,
who monitors?, what to monitor?, and how to monitor?. Graphical representation of the monitoring
taxonomy is given in Fig. 3.2.
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Taxonomy Dimension: Why?

The “Why?” dimension provides a description of the motivation for the monitoring. More precisely,
the monitoring may be characterized by a particular Usage of the monitored information. In general
sense, monitoring is used to reveal critical changes in the application or its environment, which require
its adaptation. This generic purpose may have different forms depending on a particular application,
domain or requirements. In particular, the following purposes of the SBA monitoring may be identified:
• Run-time Correctness Analysis, to check whether the execution of SBA is correct with respect
certain expected specification. This may further include Fault Monitoring, which is used to identify
different application failures, and SLA Compliance necessary to check whether the parameters of
run-time execution correspond to the service-level agreement.
• Diagnosis, where monitoring is used to reveal and even predict various faults in the application
behavior.
• Optimization problem, where monitoring is used to identify a possibility for a system to work more
efficiently. For this purpose, different characteristics of the SBA performance are continuously
monitored.
• Context-awareness, where the monitored information reflects the changes in the application environment and provides necessary drivers in order to accommodate to those changes.
• Evolution, where the monitoring aims to observe the histories of application execution and changes
in order to devise better SBA model, better adaptation mechanisms and strategies.

3.2.2

Taxonomy Dimension: Who?

The “Who?” dimension characterizes the monitoring problem from the following points of view. First,
we can characterize it from the point of view of the roles, or Actors, involved into monitoring process. We
remark here also that the same physical entity may have different logical roles. Indeed, the monitoring
results may be consumed by the same stakeholder who defines the monitoring requirements.
Second, the monitoring may be seen from different Perspectives. One can distinguish
• client perspective sees the system from “outside”, aiming to check whether it delivers what is
expected by the customers.
• provider perspective helps to understand whether it is appropriate “inside”, i.e., satisfy the expectations of the system owner.
• third-party perspective takes an independent view on the subject of monitoring.
Note that these two aspects are rather orthogonal: the monitoring requirements may come from either
client- or provider-site; the monitoring mechanisms may be provided together with the system (provider
perspective), installed by the consumers (client perspective), or provided by third parties.

3.2.3

Taxonomy Dimension: What?

The “What?” dimension is used to classify the subject of monitoring and the way it is described. In this
way, we consider the following elements of the taxonomy: Monitoring Subject, Monitoring Aspect, and
Monitored Property.
For the Monitoring Subject at the highest level we distinguish
• SBA Instance, corresponding for instance to a particular BPEL process run, an application customized to a particular user according to her user profile, a particular configuration of a service
composition, etc;
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• SBA Class that define the whole application model, including its business process model, business
requirements and KPIs;
• SBA Context, or that describe the operational and information environment of the application;
• Adaptation and Monitoring Mechanisms themselves, providing a feedback over the way the system
is observed, changed, and managed in order to improve them.
These elements may be further decomposed into the elements with finer granularity, e.g., services, compositions, infrastructural elements, traces, locations, etc.
Monitoring Aspect refers to a particular concern of the monitored system relevant for the monitoring
requester. Such aspects may refer, to different dimensions of the SBA quality model (e.g., security,
dependability, usability), to the functional correctness of the system, to Service-Level Agreements, userrelated information and HCI aspects, business-level metrics, KPIs, and requirements.
Monitored Property provides a way to represent these aspects of the monitored system. We further
classify monitored properties according to the type of the properties and to their specification. Property
Types define various characteristics of monitored properties. We distinguish:
• basic or derived;
• functional or non-functional properties;
• internal or external properties;
• instant or aggregated properties.
Basic properties refer to the elementary primitives and events, while derived properties are recursively
defined on top of other properties. Functional properties characterize the function (or behavior) that a
given system is expected to provide. Typical examples of the functional properties are failures, assertions
or behavioral properties, invariants. Non-functional properties define quality characteristics that often
can be measured in a quantitative way. Typical non-functional properties refer to availability, latency,
reliability. Internal properties refer to the characteristics internal to the application. On the contrary,
external properties describe the environment of the application or its context, whatever notion of the
context is exploited. Instant properties refers to the observations performed in a particular moment
of time, while the aggregated properties characterize the whole execution, sets of executions or event
evolution of the system collecting and aggregating historical data.
Specification of Monitored Properties characterizes the languages means used to define the properties of interest. The relevant elements of such a classification are
• monitoring primitives, i.e., basic building blocks used to define more complex derived properties. A typical example is the event property, which refers to elementary events mentioned in the
monitored specification.
• notation and formalism used to unambiguously express the required properties.
• level of abstraction from the implementation and domain-specific details.
• degree of interleaving with the application specification that characterize how tight the relation
between the monitoring specification and application specification is. This may range from cases,
where the monitoring specification is a part of application logic, to the cases, where it is defined
and changed completely separately from the application logic.
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Taxonomy Dimension: How?

The way the monitoring approach is delivered may be further classified according to how it is defined
and is supposed to work (Monitoring Methodology), how it is structured (Monitoring Architecture), and
how it is realized (Monitoring Implementation).
Monitoring Methodology defines a set of characteristics of the monitoring process itself. It describes, in particular,
• Information gathering, i.e., the approach used to collect and if necessary to aggregate data from
various information sources. One can distinguish between polling mode of information gathering, when, e.g., the sources are periodically queried, push mode, when the information gathering
is event-driven, or more sophisticated simulation mode: a certain model of the monitored property continuously evolve on the basis of the information and events collected in either of the two
previous modes.
• Timeliness, i.e., the characteristic of the time difference between the moment, when the event
actually takes place, and the moment it is reported by the monitor. In these regards, one can
distinguish reactive monitoring approaches, which aim to reports events as soon as it is possible,
post-mortem approaches, which report information considerably after the events (or even series of
events) take place, and pro-active approaches that try to predict the occurrence of events.
• Execution, i.e., the characteristics of the monitoring process with respect to the system execution
process. One can distinguish between blocking (or synchronous) approaches, where the execution
of the monitoring subject is blocked until all the monitoring measurements are done, and nonblocking (or asynchronous) approaches, where the monitoring process is performed in parallel
with the execution / evolution of the monitoring subject.
• Monitoring Techniques, i.e., particular solutions exploited in order to provide the above characteristics of the monitoring process. Data or process mining, database monitoring, automata-theoretic
approaches to define the logics of the monitor model are the examples of such techniques.
Monitoring Architecture defines the way the monitoring framework is structured and decomposed.
The relevant characteristics of this architecture are
• Distribution, i.e., “horizontal” structuring of the monitoring framework. It defines how the components of the framework are logically and physically located. We distinguish between centralized
architectures, where the monitoring components are concentrated in a single node, and distributed
architectures, where the monitoring components are distributed across the network, according,
e.g., to the distribution of SBA components.
• Functional SBA Layers involved in the monitoring, i.e., “vertical” structuring of the monitoring
framework. The monitoring framework may be built on top of the single components and elements provided in business process management layer, service composition layer, and service
infrastructure layer, or may involve sets of those components across functional layers (cross-layer
monitoring).
• Invasiveness, i.e., characteristic of the monitoring framework from the perspective of how tightly it
is integrated with the monitoring subject. We distinguish between the cases, when the monitoring
facilities are integrated with the subject, the cases, when the monitoring facilities are integrated
with the platform, where the subject operates, and the cases, when the monitoring facilities are
completely separated and independent from the subject of monitoring.
Monitoring Implementation defines the way the monitoring methodology and architecture are realized. It is characterized by the Information Sources, the Realization Mechanisms, and the Monitoring
Infrastructure.
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• Information Sources represent various components and entities that provide all the data, which is
used by the monitor in order to evaluate the monitored properties. These sources may range from
rather basic elements (such as messages, log files, or timers), to more complex monitors based
on top of them (sensors, probes), to hierarchically complex monitoring systems, thus providing
recursive and reusable monitoring solutions. In other words, one monitor may re-use another
monitor as a source if information, where the information are the events reported by the latter.
• Realization Mechanisms define the tools and facilities, necessary to enable a given monitoring
methodology, to implement the monitoring techniques, and to build the corresponding monitoring
architecture. As it follows from this generic definition, realization mechanisms strongly depend
on a given monitoring problem and on the approach used for that. Typical examples include,
in particular, aspect-oriented programming techniques that enable “injection” of monitors into
the application or to the platform code; automatic generators of monitoring programs that are
used to device executable monitors from high-level monitoring specifications; dynamic monitoring
solutions, which enable on-the-fly modifications of the way the monitoring of a given subject is
performed, e.g., by changing the set of monitored properties or their priorities.
• Monitoring Infrastructure refers to the tools and facilities that provides a basis for the monitoring
framework. It includes services and APIs for relating to specific information sources, for accessing
and managing other monitors, containers and execution platforms to deploy and execute monitoring code, etc. As in the case of realization mechanisms, these functionalities may be very specific
for various monitoring approaches.

3.3

Monitoring in Relevant Areas and Domains

The presented conceptual model and taxonomy of SBA monitoring is rather general and abstract; it also
covers different possible aspects of the monitoring problem and their arbitrary combinations. When,
however, seen from the perspective of a particular functional SBA layer (BPM, SC, SI), particular problem domain (SBA evolution, correctness, optimization), or even application area, only certain elements
of the taxonomy are covered with particular interpretation and usage of those elements. Below we will
show how the generic monitoring taxonomy is instantiated in different function SBA layer, and even
with respect to different monitoring problems. For this purpose, we present the projection of the monitoring taxonomy on a particular domain in a tabular form. The table that captures the key elements of
the taxonomy, while the following text aims to clarify and explain that domain and the projection.

3.3.1

Monitoring in Business Process Management

Monitoring in Business Process Management refers to the process of collecting, aggregating, analyzing,
and presenting the information regarding the execution and evolution of business process instances. The
observed information may refer both to the functional aspects of the process execution and to its nonfunctional characteristics. Depending on timing of the evaluating this information one can distinguish
Business Activity Monitoring, where near real time information is presented, and post-mortem process
analysis (including also Business Intelligence solutions), where the collected and provided information
refers to the sets of the business process executions.
Business Activity Monitoring
Monitoring in Business Process Management (BPM) is called Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) [52].
The activities monitored by BAM are instances of business processes, realized using BPM technologies
such as BPEL, or by integrating heterogeneous information systems. The goal of BAM is to find trends
of execution (e.g., bottlenecks, recurring conditions that lead to exceptions and failures), calculate Key
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Table 3.1: Business Activity Monitoring
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject

Aspect

Property

How

Methodology

Architecture

Implementation

Description
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) collects, aggregates, analyses, and
presents near real time information about running activities inter- and intraorganizations and involving partners and customers. BAM may trigger the
adaptation of business process instances as corrective action if the functional
and non-functional requirements for the business processes change, and those
changes must also be applied to the business processes currently running.
BAM collects low-level events from the human- and system- actors involved
in the execution of the monitored business process instances. The information,
aggregated and refined in the shape of high-level events, is provided to the
organization’s management responsible with the supervision of the business
process, and responsible for taking corrective actions.
BAM refers to the business processes (i.e., BPEL, workflows) realized using
Business Process Management (BPM) software systems, such as BPEL engines, or obtained via point-to-point integration of heterogeneous systems in
the organizations. The subject of monitoring is SBA instances (running instances of business processes) or series of activities and tasks spanning multiple systems and applications, possibly requiring human involvement to be
carried out.
BAM focus on functional and non-functional aspects of the execution of business process instances, namely the performance (in terms of fulfillment of
pre-defined KPIs) and the detection of exceptions and faults.
The monitoring properties that express the correct execution of business process instances are expressed in terms of KPIs. Run-time exceptions and faults
of business process instances (e.g. a BPEL process terminates for an internal
error) are also monitored.
Low-level events are collected in both push- and pull- manner. The humanand system- actors responsible to carry out parts of the processes autonomously push (generate and deliver) low-level events such as reporting the
completion of a task and reaching a particular state in the business process;
however, the BAM infrastructure can also pull (poll) low-level events from the
actors (e.g. inquire about the progress achieved in executing a certain task).
The aggregation and analysis of low-level events and the presentation of highlevel events is pro-active. High-level events are displayed in (near) real-time
on dashboards comprising gauges and graphs (pie-charts, histograms, etc) that
use color conventions to simplify the detection of problems (e.g. green light
if the monitored instances meet the KPIs, yellow light if the performances
border the tolerance thresholds, red light if the KPIs are violated).
BAM architectures usually rely on the facilities provided by an Enterprise
Service Bus for the collection of low-level events. High-level events are produced by Complex Event Processing (CEP) systems through the aggregation
and analysis of low-level events. The presentation of the high-level events
can occur in parallel on multiple dashboards connected to the CEP system
with client-server approaches. The enactment of adaptation of business process instances that need corrective actions is delegated to the BPM facilities
in place.
The implementation of BAM facilities is usually loosely coupled with the
implementation of the business processes in BPM systems thanks to the abstraction provided by the events and the Enterprise Service Bus.

Performance Indicators (KPIs), provide an overview of the overall state of the running business processes
using dashboards that (visually) aggregate the available information to support, for instance, decision
making (e.g. allocate more resources, change QoS parameters, etc), and proactively alert the business
managers for corrective actions if KPIs are not met, business rules are violated, or exceptions occur.
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The output of BAM may result in the adaptation of business process instances (e.g., changes applied
to the structure of the workflow run by a particular instance) as corrective actions when the monitored
activities do not perform as expected. Unlike post-mortem process analysis (i.e. analysis of the logs of
processes that are terminated possibly with a failure), BAM technologies support reacting to changes and
violations in the business environment more promptly, and facilitate the applying of corrective actions to
the business process instances while they are still alive.
BAM is as a run-time, event-driven extension of Business Intelligence[12, 96]. The term Business
Intelligence denotes a broad category of applications and technologies for gathering, storing, analyzing,
and providing access to data to help enterprise users make better business decisions. The emphasis of
Business Intelligence is on predicting future behavior such as forecasting, scenario planning, optimization, which are derived on the basis of analytical processing and inference. At the operational level, BAM
provides (near-) real-time monitoring by collecting and processing low-level events (e.g. system events
such as internal errors, completion of tasks, etc) generated during the execution of the instances are collected from a diversity of sources such as (but not limited to) process engines, ERP systems, databases,
legacy applications. Once collected, the events are composed and correlated using Complex Event Processing (CEP) [119] technologies. Low-level events are analyzed and aggregating into high-level events
(also known as business events such as the fulfillment and violation of KPIs, failure of sub-systems, etc).
Low- and high-level events can also be correlated with historical data and trends resulting from Business
Intelligence to achieve a holistic view of business activities [113], which supports decision-making at
operational and strategic level [120].
BAM solutions generally rely on Enterprise Service Bus facilities for the collection of low-level
events, and employ dashboards to graphically visualize high-level in (near) real-time as gauges and
graphs (pie-charts, histograms, etc) to provide an overlook of the current state of the execution of the
various activities and the measurement of the KPIs, and to allow for prompt response to undesirable
situations (e.g. processes under-performing, KPI not met).
Post-mortem process analysis
Post-mortem process analysis, also called off-line process monitoring, is a complementary way to perform business process monitoring. Performed after execution, the objective is not to be reactive when
exceptions occurs, but to analyse in a more deep and global way the behaviour of past instances. The
result of analysis is an implicit knowledge about the business process, useful for making diagnosis about
process implementation, behaviour or usage. In particular, the following usages are usually identified:
• to reconstruct the current model of the underlying business process as it is used in production
environment (discovery). This information may be used for evolution purposes, that is, to see how
the current business process model evolves, to obtain additional information about the process
(e.g., performance, decisions, etc), or to identify certain trends.
• to check the correspondence between the actual model and the expected one, which may be used
to trigger a need for the process model re-design.
Also due to these goals, the analysis can be useful both from the client and the provider perspective.
As an example of the former, one can try to find what is the BP external behaviour (also called business
protocol), i.e. what is the set of conversations really happened with consumers. As an example of the
latter, one can be used to analyse internal workflow, extract rare or frequent event sequences, abnormal
terminations or mine satisfied constraints.
The monitoring subject is a set of SBA past business process instances. This instances are represented
by a (complex) events log. In other words each log is a sequence of events, corresponding to a particular
SBA instance and produced by BPM-system or by components themselves. As it follows from the
problem, here the properties are not defined explicitly. Instead, a goal is to monitor logs in order to
report the reconstructed process model. Such a model is usually represented using Petri nets formalism.
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Table 3.2: Post-mortem process analysis
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject

Aspect

Property

How

Methodology

Architecture

Implementation

Description
It is a complementary way to perform BAM. It is used after the execution
of the process to analyze in details the behavior of the past instances. The
results would be useful for changing and predicting new behavior usage of
the process, its design and even its implementation.
The analysis tool collects data and events from the system. The collected
information are refined by human and presented to an expert or responsible of
the business process in order to make the decision for the proper changes to
adopt.
It is focused on monitoring a set of SBA past business process instances. This
instances are represented by a (complex) events log, considered as low-level
events.
The data collected from logs after the execution of business process instances
can dealt with functional or non functional aspects (i.e., to fulfill the security
requirements, to improve the QoS).
A variant of monitoring properties are handled during the post-mortem analysis from internal to external properties of the behavior expressed for both
functional and non functional characteristics, in order to predict new correct
behaviors.
The information is collected in both push and pull way. The human and the
system provide the event log (push mode) for reporting the past instances of
the process, where the event are persistent and are not the on-the-fly events.
The monitoring system may also provide to the analyzer low information independently of the events by reporting the past instances referring to periods
of time (pull mode). The post-mortem analysis can be pro-active to predict
the future BP behaviors, and their usage using data mining techniques.
The architecture of the framework is completely detached from the application, it is distributed. The log information are collected from different sources,
the BPM system or SOAP messages.
The implementation of post-mortem analysis may be integrated into the corresponding BPM system.

Even if response time has to be acceptable for monitoring requester, it is not as much crucial as in
on-line monitoring context. Moreover, the events are persistent and are not the on-the-fly events. As a
consequence, more complex tasks can be performed, and advanced data-mining technics can be used.
Data mining (in this context, we talk about log mining) aims at extracting models or patterns from large
and heterogeneous data repository. As sources of information different approaches use either logs produces by the BPM system, where the process is executed, and/or the logs of SOAP messages when the
Web service-based business processes are dealt with. In this way, the architecture of the framework is
completely detached from the application, while its implementation may be integrated into the corresponding BPM system. Concerning models, one can cite process mining which consist in retrieving the
workflow which may produce input logs. Other model mining examples are classification and clustering:
the first computes classifiers able to predict future behaviours, while the second extracts natural groups
of similar logs, e.g. to detect typical classes of BP usage. For the patterns, log mining takes benefit from
sequence or graph mining techniques. Let us notice two important and hard sub-problems that must
be considered in the special context of BP log mining. The first one is the (potential) difficulty of log
retrieval, i.e. find correlations between events to decide which events are part of the same SBA instance.
The second is the need to take into account noise and uncertainty, since some instances can correspond
to failures or consumer aborts not always clearly notified in logs.
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Monitoring in Service-Oriented Architectures

Service compositions provide a realization of the business process models defined in the BPM functional
SBA layer by integrating a set of services. Similarly to the monitoring in BPM, the composition monitoring may target the analysis of the composition correctness or evaluation of its characteristics. Differently
from above, however, this forms of monitoring usually target more technical aspects of the application
realization or may refer to checking, whether the composition is compliant with regards to the business
process model.
Monitoring the correctness of service compositions
The motivation of the run-time correctness analysis is dictated by the fact that the component services
participating to the composition are not under the control of the composition designer. In these circumstances, the service compositions are being designed under certain composition constraints (or choreographic assumptions [102]), i.e., the assumptions, under which the component services participate in
the composition. These assumptions instantiate the monitored properties that should be observed by the
monitor. Note that in this way monitoring correctness of composition may be used for the purpose of
business process monitoring: the composition execution is checked for the conformance to the business
process model; the process performance metrics are checked to comply with the corresponding KPIs.
The monitoring properties may express both the functional and non-functional characteristics. In
the former case, they may have the form of pre-/post-conditions over a particular activity within the
composition (such as a service call), temporal properties over the execution of the composition instance
or series of instances, or conformance of the composition execution to the composition specification
(e.g., domain monitors, [102]). In the latter case the properties focus on the characteristics that may
be measured in quantitative way, such as time or statistical information over the occurrence of events.
Furthermore, the properties may express the characteristics internal to the composition (i.e., state of
the instance, sending a particular message) or external (i.e., information available from auxiliary web
services and data sources [20]); they may be instant (e.g., measured in a particular execution point, such
as assertions) or aggregated (across the whole execution of an instance or a series of instances).
In order to express various monitored properties, specific monitoring specification languages are
usually provided, such as WSCoL [20, 19], RTML [16], EC-Assertion [90]. These languages rely on a
variety of formalisms including linear temporal logic, event calculus, first-order logic, algebraic specification [26]. Commonly to this kind of monitoring, the advanced monitored properties are recursively
derived from primitive properties and events. Typically such primitive properties refer to composition
states, failures and exceptions, messages and message events, predicates over special variables, timestamps, etc. Advanced properties are defined using language-specific predicates, operators, and functions.
Various approaches express properties at different level of abstraction, from domain-level properties to
implementation-level properties. Usually monitoring specification is separated from the composition
code in order to enable separation of concerns.
The commonly used sources of information are the process state data predicates on process states
collected through appropriate probes placed throughout the process; SOAP message data related to the
events or contents of the message that the service is sending / receiving; external data that does not belong
to the monitored system and should be collected externally, e.g., by calling auxiliary services; low-level
events specific to a particular implementation of the execution engine or infrastructure.
Diagnosis in service compositions
Diagnosis in service compositions aims to observe various failures and exceptions across the composed
services (i.e., basic monitored properties) and to report the diagnosis hypothesis describing the cause of
the problem and the affected services. Consequently, the monitored properties are expressed in terms of
exceptions specific to the service composition implementation notation. The monitored exceptions and
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Table 3.3: Monitoring the correctness of service compositions
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject

Aspect

Property

How

Methodology

Architecture

Implementation

Description
Monitoring of Web service compositions is mainly used as the means for runtime correctness analysis: it is often refers to checking at run-time whether
certain predefined properties are satisfied when the composition is executed.
The events that are reported by the monitors in this case correspond to the violation of the monitored properties. Such violations may be further exploited
in order to trigger the requirements for the service composition adaptation, either at the level of the composition instance or at the level of the composition
structure.
Run-time correctness analysis addresses the monitoring from both the composition provider perspective, when the monitoring aims to analyse the properties of the composition as a whole, and the client perspective, when the goal is
to check certain properties of the constituent services. In either case, the composition provider plays the roles of designer (by specifying the choreographic
assumptions), of requester (by instantiating the monitoring process), provider
(by deploying and running the monitors), and consumer (making decisions
about SBA adaptation either manually or automatically).
Such monitoring concentrates on the monitoring of the single instances of service compositions (i.e., SBA instances), as well as of the sets of instances or
classes of compositions (i.e., SBA class), and on the monitoring of constituent
services.
Normally, the monitoring approaches focus on behavioral aspects of the composition execution in general (both functional and non-functional, [102, 20,
90]), or on some particular aspect, such as security [23].
The corresponding monitoring properties that express composition correctness constraints express both the functional and non-functional characteristics. Various notations and tools allow for basic and derived, internal and
external, instant and aggregated properties.
The information is usually collected in push mode, when the properties
are evaluated upon certain events; advanced properties are updated by reevaluation upon receiving such events. The run-time correctness analysis is
often reactive; it aims to reports the violation as soon as they occur. Few
approaches use pro-active composition monitoring where the current information is used to predict the potential violations, using such monitoring techniques as online testing [73] or verification [80].
The monitoring architecture is usually centralized around the orchestrated service composition in order to provide a possibility to immediately react to those
violations [18]. In other cases, the monitoring architecture is integrated with
the execution platform [90, 16, 26].
The implementation of the run-time correctness monitoring approaches usually relies on the infrastructure provided by the execution platform and middleware, such as a BPEL execution engine. Typically, the monitoring approaches are realized using aspect-oriented mechanisms or application weaving in order to integrate the framework into the application or platform code,
and model-driven code generation approaches that provide a way to extract
monitor code from the high-level monitoring specifications.

the reported diagnosis hypothesis remain in the boundaries of the same composition instance (monitoring
subject).
Monitoring for composition optimization
Monitoring for optimization relies on the two key elements: (i) up-to-date knowledge about quality parameters of the participating services and (ii) a measure of the sub-optimality of the composition. The
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Table 3.4: Diagnosis in service compositions
Dimension
Why
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Description
The goal of diagnosis is to monitor various composition failures in order to
reveal the faults causing such failures [10]. In this way, effective recovery
adaptation strategies may be provided and adopted.
In the diagnosis, the monitoring actors and perspectives are highly interleaved:
the monitoring is defined, performed, and exploited both by service providers
(local diagnosers) and by the composition provider (global diagnoser).
The subject of diagnosis is the service composition instance. The information
is, however, also gathered from the constituent services.
The focus of the diagnosis in service composition is on the various application
faults.
The observed properties refer to the application, composition, and infrastructure exceptions, and the causing failures.
The monitored information is collected in push mode; the diagnosis starts immediately when the event is detected blocking the execution of the application
until the hypothesis is provided.
In order to perform the diagnosis across service composition, the distributed
architecture is adopted, where the local diagnosers are associated with the
component services and the information is passed to and from the central
global diagnoser.
For the purpose of the diagnosis, the implementation of thew diagnosis framework is highly integrated with the code of distributed services, as well as with
the execution platform that should provide the global diagnosis capabilities.

latter is measure with the help of so called utility function, which aggregates weighted measurements
of single quality properties of the involved services (e.g., cost, reliability, availability, performance,
reputation) to calculate the composition optimality. While the former properties usually refer to SLA
specifications of the involved services, the latter is usually pre-defined; when the current value of this
function is non-optimal the monitoring framework may report such a degrade as a monitoring event.
Monitoring of SLA compliance
A set of properties controlled by the monitored SLA usually refer to variety of service resource and
business metrics, such as quality of service characteristics (performance, availability, reliability) cost,
and so on. These requirements are negotiated and agreed resulting in electronic contract, usually referred
to as Service Level Agreement (SLA). SLA monitoring is, therefore, one of the main usages of the
monitoring of Web services. In case of SLA violations, various adaptation activities may be applied.
These actions range from simple termination of the service use on the requester side to renegotiation of
the SLA properties to complex management and reconfiguration activities on the provider side.
The languages for specifying service requirements may also include the instructions over the application of requirements, e.g., duration of a contract or conditions under which the requirement should
be evaluated. There exist a wide range of standard and non-standard languages and their extensions for
specifying service contracts [6, 27, 81, 88].

3.3.3

User and HCI Aspects in Monitoring

A wide class of SBAs aims to deal with the end user, providing support for her activities, tasks, and operations. Typical examples of such systems amounts to mobile applications that are installed and operated
on top of mobile device (mobile phone, PDA, etc.). For such systems the context plays an important
role of their functionality and logic. Here the context encompasses various aspects such as computing
environment (e.g. available processors, network connectivity and capacity, input/output devices), user
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Table 3.5: Monitoring for composition optimization
Dimension
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Description
Monitoring for composition optimization refers to continuous monitoring of
the quality parameters of the services involved in the composition in order
to detect changes that are critical for the adaptation to make more optimal
decision over the composition configuration.
Given the usage of this form of monitoring, it is performed from the provider
perspective, who is in charge of designing and realizing the monitoring framework, as well as consuming the monitoring results.
The monitoring process aims to observe and continuously evaluate the value
of a certain utility function, which characterizes the optimality of the composition, over a series of the composition execution. In other words, the subject
of monitoring is the SBA class.
The monitoring framework may target the measurement of the composition
optimality with respect to a particular metric or with respect to a set of parameters.
Various quality characteristics of the involved services represent basic monitored properties, while an utility function used to calculate the composition
optimality represents the derived monitoring property.
composition optimization monitoring usually adopts the polling mode of the
information gathering: the queries about the quality parameters are performed
either on purpose (e.g., before making a service request) or periodically. The
execution may be both non-blocking and blocking (e.g., the service request is
not performed until the optimality is defined and the best suitable service is
chosen).
For the realization of the monitoring framework the approaches usually define
a centralized architecture that recursively relies on the QoS monitors for the
constituent services.
Various techniques are used for the defining and computing the utility functions, such as Markov Decision Process [72].

environment (e.g. location, collection of nearby people) and physical environment (e.g. lighting, noise
level) [49]. Such context is very dynamic; the occurring changes may affect the way SBA is working. In
order to adjust a system with respect to the changes in the user context and in the activities the user performs, it is necessary be able to detect those changes and identify where the system needs to be adapted.
This demands continuous monitoring of the system, the context, and the interaction of the users with the
system. Therefore, the usage of the monitoring may amount to context monitoring in order to support
context-based system adaptation and monitoring user-computer interactions in order to support Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) based adaptation.
HCI monitoring
Monitoring of user’s computer interaction aims to reason about the sequence of actions taken by the
user in the system and helps to better understand the future action of the user [63, 58]. This process
can be used to (i) adapt the system that may assist the user’s future action by making inference of the
user intentions [89] and (ii) adapt the monitoring process. As an example of case (i), consider, user A
accessing a web based application that helps to compare prices of different products. If the application
monitors that A is always comparing prices of the products only from company X and Y, ignoring all
other companies, then the application may infer that A is interested only in the products of X and Y,
and thereby the application can show only product information from companies X and Y to A, and hide
product information from other companies. In the case of (ii), consider, for example, a user visiting a
web site that shows stock information of different companies and a monitor using a set of rules to monitor
that the user is only visiting the site (i.e. user is neither buying nor selling stocks). But if the user starts
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Table 3.6: Monitoring of SLA compliance
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Description
Monitoring of SLA compliance for Web services aims to check whether the
service functionality matches the expectations of the requester. The expectations are expressed in a form of a formal contract (SLA), which regulates
the expected quality of provided service. When the agreement violation is
detected, the interested parties are reported and possible adaptation activities
may be fired.
Given the goals of the monitoring problem, monitoring of Web services may
take all the perspectives: it is performed from the client perspective in order to
ensure that the expectations are met; from the provider perspective in order to
see whether the resources are allocated correctly and optimally with respect to
the current contracts and to ensure the contracts. The monitoring requirements
are defined by the service requester, while the monitoring functionalities are
delivered by the service provider, by the requester and/or by a third party, who
performs auditing of the contracts on behalf of all the contractual bodies.
Depending on the type of the contract, the monitoring subject may refer to a
particular service execution or to a series of executions (e.g., within a given
period).
Monitoring of SLA compliance may refer to a variety of the QoS metrics and
properties, as described in the contract.
The monitored properties for SLA compliance monitoring refer to various service characteristics. They may represent basic properties or measured items,
as well as complex properties derived from measured items using specific
functions that aggregate the measurements (total amount, number of time average throughput, etc).
A common approach to the Web service monitoring is to perform timely evaluation of the relevant characteristics through a series of the service invocations. The evaluation is performed on the basis of simple measurements at
the level of service infrastructure; the resulting values are aggregated and
stored by the monitoring framework. The advanced properties are evaluated
by querying the current values of these measurements (i.e., polling mode). It
is also possible that the violation events are reported to the interested parties
immediately when the evaluation occurs (push mode).
The realization of the Web service monitoring framework relies either on a
proxy architecture, which is completely external to the monitored services,
or on a instrumented service middleware platform that provides the special
monitoring facilities and APIs for performing various measurements also on
the provider side.
The implementation depends on the underlying architecture. In case of the
proxy architecture the measurements are done via intercepting the SOAP messages exchanged by the service. In case of instrumented middleware platform
the measurements are performed via the low-level operations and probes provided by the middleware itself.

buying or selling stocks the monitor needs to use some additional rules to monitor the user’s interaction
with the site. HCI monitoring aims to observe a particular aspect of the SBA executions: interactions
between the user and the application.
HCI monitoring has been exploited to satisfy different user goals. For example, HCI monitoring
helps the system developers to design their system in such a way that the system may adapt itself based
on the interaction of the user with the system and assist the user to accomplish his task more conveniently
[58, 89, 13]. Also this technique can be applied to continuous improvement of interactive learning
environment, where continuous feedback from the learner plays an important role. In such environments
HCI monitoring may help to identify indicators that can be used to generate feedback and their meaning
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in different contexts [63].
This approach analyzes the user interactions, compares them with the expected model of the user
activities and reports the corresponding feedback [13, 89, 58] (i.e., monitored events). This requires
specifying hierarchical and sequential structure of tasks that should be performed to accomplish user’s
goal. This specification is known as task model. Task models are specified either in some description
language that provides formal syntax and semantics for creating task models [13], or as a list of keywords
[89, 87]. In the later approach, keywords are derived from user interactions (e.g. keyboard input, user
email, web pages read) and then a list of keywords is produced by determining the relative frequency
of the original keywords. As an information source, HCI monitoring receives and processes user event
streams from the system being monitored. User event stream is produced by users interacting with the
system where the system may be instrumented to generate the required events [13, 89]. These events can
be low level system events (e.g. a mouse click or move) or higher level application events (e.g. selection
of a menu item) [13, 74]. It is recommended to monitor event streams from more than one event source
wherever possible to produce more accurate inference of user intentions [89].
Typically, either client server architecture or repository architecture model is applied to monitor user
computer interaction. In client server architecture model, the client provides the front end that is accessed
by the user while the client sends the events produced due to user interaction to the server. The server
works as the task monitor that receives the events and compares the events with available task models
[60, 13]. In repository model, gathered events are stored in a shared repository and then dispatched to
interested monitoring agents based on some predefined scheme [74, 89].
Context monitoring
In context-based monitoring, a set of rules defining the properties that should be monitored to detect
changes of the context are specified [115, 107, 108]. Some formal [107, 108] or semi formal [115]
languages are used to specify the properties to be monitored.
The monitoring techniques in this field facilitate a wide range of stakeholders for different purposes:
they are exploited to help the application developers to design the system that will adapt the user interface
based on the context changes [71, 64, 34, 109, 54, 17]; they may help the service provider to better
understand the user’s required quality of service and improve the delivered QoS [121, 14].
Context information can be measured at different level of abstractions, for example low-level context
information can be directly captured from the environment using sensors, input devices, and high level
context information can be inferred from low level context information and other information sources
e.g. browsing user profile [64, 114, 14, 4].
System run-time events (i.e. context information) are matched against the specified properties to
detect a change in the context. Run-time events or context information are obtained either from sensors
[97], by polling system parameters (e.g. battery level in mobile phone or available bandwidth) [24, 25]
or user input [97]. Given the distributed nature of context-aware applications, context-based monitoring
is mostly implemented as distributed architecture with middleware support [97, 24, 25, 29]. In this
setting, a component in the middleware acts as a coordinator that collects context information from
distributed sources and forwards the context information to the specific application/monitor that performs
the reasoning using context information.

3.3.4

Monitoring in Grid Computing

The purpose of Grid monitoring is directed towards two distinct areas: infrastructure level and application level monitoring. Infrastructure level monitoring is the main target of Grid monitoring and focuses
on observing and recording the state of shared resources. Application level monitors concentrate on
tracking the state of user-level applications being executed on various geographically-distributed Grid
sites. Grid users need the support of application level monitors for adapting the monitoring system to
the dynamic placement of those tasks which the user needs feedback from. The characteristics of each
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HCI monitoring is applied to collect user interaction information in a system at the runtime and analyze the collected information to predict the future
actions that can be taken by the user. This process enables a system to recognize users’ tasks and thereby to co-operate the user by adapting the system
according to the users’ focus of attention and workload.
HCI monitoring is mainly performed from i) the system developers perspective, who use the observations from this process to design their system in such
a way that the system can adapt itself depending on the users’ needs, ii) the
service providers perspective, who use the observations from this process to
tune the system at runtime to improve the quality of the service.
This process monitors the tasks (i.e. actions) taken by the use in the system.
User tasks are specified in a model, known as task model, which is written in
a formal or semi-formal task descriptions language.
Task model describes the user tasks and patterns of events at multiple levels
of detail. For example tasks could be specified at much higher levels (e.g.,
typing a file) or very low levels (e.g. move the mouse) of detail.
Task model describes the sequence of task that the user should perform in
the system through the interfaces offered by the system. For example, a
task sequence to delete a word could be, (MOVE-CURSOR,CLICK-MOUSEBUTTON, DOUBLE-CLICK-MOUSE-BUTTON,SHIFT-CLICK-MOUSEBUTTON, and HIT-DELETE-KEY)
User event streams are gathered at the runtime from different sources and analyzed to infer user intensions. Various techniques are applied to analyze user
event streams, for example, i) user events stream is compared to the specified
task model, ii) a probability distribution over user tasks is inferred by applying
Bayesian networks.
HCI monitoring applies either i) client server architecture where the client
provides front end for user interactions and sends the events to the back end
server that analyses the task model against the events; or ii) central repository
architecture where events are stored in a shared repository and an appropriate
monitoring agent analyses the task model using the events.
Depending on the underlying architecture different implementation mechanism is applied. In case of client server architecture, the front end (client)
is often implemented as plugins to the system (e.g. application software like
email client, or internet browser) for which human computer interaction is
monitored.

of these levels of monitoring differs substantially and therefore are discussed separately in the following
sections.
Monitoring Grid infrastructure
Grid infrastructure monitoring from its very beginning has been focused on collecting generic attributes
of its participating resources. These attributes are often captured and expressed in specific information
model which is a formal description of the monitored entities of a Grid. Typically the information model
is expressed in UML, like the GLUE Schema v1.3 [5] (the most frequently used model in the current grid
deployments), the OGF reference model (currently in draft) or the Distributed Management Task Force’s
(DMTF’s) Common Information Model (CIM) [51]. In the actual information exchanges between monitoring information producers (e.g., monitoring providers) and consumers an XML representation of the
information model is often used.
The data collected by the infrastructure level monitoring can also be archived for further use. In this
case the archives can be used to calculate the reliability of the Grid resources. This data is frequently
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Context monitoring is the process that continuously analyzes contextual information of a system, where contextual information includes any information
that may affect the behaviour of the system and/or the interaction of a user
with the system. In general context of a system covers a wide range of information including user location, time of the day, nearby people and devices,
temperature, light or noise. The outcome of the context monitoring process is
used to adapt the system behaviour at different levels, such as notifying user
displays or modifying data or controlling actuators.
Context monitoring is mainly performed from i) the system developers perspective, who use the observations from this process to design their system in
such a way that the system can adapt itself depending on the changes in the
system context, ii) the service providers perspective, who use the observations
from this process to tune the system at runtime to improve the quality of the
service in different context.
This monitoring process monitors the context of a system, where the context
of a system can be categorized as i) external or physical context that can be
measured by hardware sensors, i.e. location, light, sound, movement, touch,
temperature, air pressure etc. ii) internal or logical context that is mostly
identified by the user interactions with the system, e.g. the user’s goals, tasks,
work context, business processes, the user’s emotional state etc.
Context monitoring is applied to monitor a wide range of system requirements
in different context, including i) Maintainability, i.e. the system should be
able to easily modify or adapt to changing environments, ii) Portability, i.e.
the system should be easily run under different computing systems.
Context information is structured in a machine readable form, which is known
as context model. A context model describes a context, in terms of various
attributes e.g. context category like temperature, speed, context value i.e. the
raw data gathered by the sensor, time stamp i.e. when the context was sensed,
and context source. Context properties are logical rules, i.e. a set of conditions
defined over context attributes in context models.
Context information is gathered either from the sensors or from the users and
this information is matched against the specified properties to detect a change
in the context
Depending on the architecture of the context aware application, context monitoring process can assume three types of architecture, i) Direct sensor access:
where monitor collects context information directly from hardware sensors.
ii) Middleware based: in this approach a component acts as a middleware to
collect context information from distributed sources. This is the most dominant architecture in context monitoring process. iii) Context server: this
approach extends the middleware approach where context server stores the
collected context information to allow concurrent multiple access to the information
Collection and processing of context information can be implemented in different ways. For example, physical or hardware sensors can be used to capture
almost any physical data. Virtual sensors collect context data from software,
e.g. location of a user can be determined by browsing the electronic calendar
of the user. Logical sensors apply logical reasoning on physical sensor and
virtual sensor data to infer context information.

used by system administrators to monitor their sites compliance with the level of service offered.
Another main use of archived data from infrastructure level monitoring is in the decision support
for higher-level Grid services such as Grid brokers or meta-schedulers. In order for these higher-level
services to make the best decisions the infrastructure-level monitoring system of a Grid should allow
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Monitoring grid infrastructure offers information which helps the optimization of the usage grid sites and the services they offer. For example the tasks
of grid workflows can be mapped to different sites based on data collected
from the infrastructure monitoring. The other main use of the grid infrastructure monitoring is the evaluation of the service quality of the different grid
sites. In this case the reliability of a grid site is calculated on historical data
collected by the monitor.
Infrastructure monitoring in the grid uses the provider perspective because
the information offered is restricted by grid site owners and the maintainers of
the infrastructure monitoring system. The information is offered on multiple
levels. Grid sites monitor themselves, and provide the results to for higher
level grid infrastructure monitors. These monitors act as consumers while
aggregating the individual site results, but they also provide the aggregated
view for even higher level services. Infrastructure monitoring is frequently
done without any specific requester because the monitored data is necessary
at least for the archiver which supports the site evaluation.
The grid fabric is monitored during infrastructure monitoring. In an SBA
this fabric acts as the context, therefore this monitoring area mainly observes
the service environment where the SBAs services can be placed or the different workflows can be mapped. However in certain Virtual Organization level
monitoring systems might monitor the health of specific applications resulting
the monitoring of the SBA class of that application.
Behavior, health, availability and reliability of the different services offered
by the grid sites.
The properties of the SBA in grid are always monitored in specific time instances, therefore the monitored data is usually time-stamped. These instantaneous properties are aggregated later on or in case of reliability measures of
the given sites they can also be derived.
Lower level monitors collect the information by polling, meanwhile aggregating these results usually means the lower level monitor pushes the collected
data to higher levels, as a result grid or VO level monitoring systems present
the monitored information with latencies.
The monitoring system is distributed throughout all the grid sites, and aggregation is done on specialized nodes which are usually configured to host only
the monitoring data. Grid monitoring is focusing on the service infrastructure
level only.
Basic information sources are probes, however in several systems the monitoring could be offered by the monitored system itself, and therefore the monitor
could receive messages on changes in the monitored properties.

access to the necessary information required to make each decision. For example in case of schedulers,
for them to make a decision about where to send a users job execution request the monitoring system
should present the state of the whole Grid as accurately as possible. Monitors supporting Grid schedulers
are often hierarchical with higher level monitors aggregating the information coming from lower levels.
This aggregation is made in a ‘pull’ fashion when the lower level monitors are queried only in cases the
higher level monitor has enough resources to handle the incoming data meanwhile still serving requests
about the current state of the grid.
Several levels of monitors are known:
Site level monitoring is the primary information source in the grid. This kind of infrastructure monitoring system is usually centralised on the grid site, and provide the most up-to-date information in
the grid. In some monitoring systems these monitors cannot be accessed directly but by a higher
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level monitoring component such as the Virtual Organization (VO) or Grid level monitoring systems. However in case they can be accessed, they are accessed directly by schedulers to make
more accurate decisions. This way the scheduler makes the decision on two level, first it filters
the vast amount of sites available in the VO or Grid level systems and secondly it queries the most
promising sites for the most actual monitoring data to make an informed decision between the
filtered sites.
VO level monitoring aggregates information about all resources from a given VO. In several cases VOs
offer special monitors which can for example provide availability information of the supported
software of a given site. This is useful for the members because they can decide what sites they
should favour when they have specific needs. For example in case they need to run an MPI application they just check which sites are reported to have a working MPI installation.
Grid level monitoring is the highest, it provides the overall state of the grid, aggregates all data from
the lower level monitoring systems, usually built on top of VO level monitors, however in some
cases this monitor might aggregate data directly from site level monitors. The data cached in this
monitor, therefore the data available should be time-stamped to present its accuracy.
Monitoring applications on the Grid
From the infrastructure point-of-view the execution of an application is built up from several distinct
phases, such as transferring its input files to the target worker node or waiting in a queue of the local
resource management system. However even the most sophisticated infrastructure level monitors cannot
tell what is happening during the execution of the application after it has reached the worker node until
the execution finishes successfully (or, perhaps, unsuccessfully).
Users frequently need more information about the execution of a long running program, however.
When an application is executed interactively the user can observe directly progress reports of the execution and is capable of steering the execution according their needs.
A more demanding case for more detailed execution state reports is support for migration. If an
application can resume its execution from a checkpoint, then the monitoring system can carry out regular
checkpointing (the process of taking a checkpoint). These checkpoints can help, for example, Grid
schedulers in load balancing as they can be used to pause and then migrate applications to less loaded
resources. This class of applications can store their output on remote storage, which means even though
there were some migrations on the application, its data can be downloaded from the same logical location
from the user point of view.
Finally, application instrumentation pushes Grid monitoring systems to their limits by generating
vast amount of monitored data, which has to be delivered to a specific location (usually this final destination is the user’s computer). In this case the application is prepared to push its reports about its internal
behaviour, when it is running in instrumented mode. As it can be expected this behavioural reporting
needs a new monitoring infrastructure which make sure the monitored data is not sent across the grid in
small packages when they occur. Instead they are usually cached on the worker node which executes the
application, and sent regularly off site to the place where the information is collected. The amount of
information available makes it possible to use the monitoring data in distributed debugging, profiling or
even post-mortem analysis, thus this kind of monitoring is used only by the developers and the shipped
application usually uses one of the previously mentioned monitoring solutions only.
As it can be seen the caching behaviour of the high level infrastructure monitors is all time required
in case of application monitoring. However the monitoring events are now buffered more closely to the
execution. Instead of the pull mode delivery used these systems use push mode delivery. The event
initiates the forwarding of the current buffer is usually related to its fullness. Usually the user’s machine
is used as a the top level monitor in order to avoid the overfilling generic top level monitors.
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Table 3.10: Monitoring applications on the Grid (MAG)
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject

Aspect
Property

How

Methodology

Architecture

Implementation

3.3.5

Description
When applications are monitored in grid then usually the users would like to
be informed about its detailed progress. Based on this progress information
they can steer the execution in order to make sure the results of the application
will be usable and it is not just wasting the resources with unnecessary computation. Other main use of application monitoring is the diagnosis, debugging
or correctness of the application.
Application monitoring uses the client’s perspective, thus it monitors only
those properties the user is interested in, because it would not be feasible to
provide all possible application progress information during runtime.
in MAG one instance of the SBA execution is targeted during its execution. It
is also frequent that they use grid infrastructure monitors to have the contextual and instance information at the same time.
Progress, application state, behavior, adaptability of the currently executed
application.
Functional properties of the application can be measured according to the
definition of the user, these are usually represent internal basic properties. The
properties are measured by the user’s own ways and the monitoring system
only offers the infrastructure to deliver the necessary information.
The application pushes its internal behavior information to the monitoring
infrastructure, which has the task to deliver it as soon as possible to those
peers who have expressed their interest in the applications execution.
The MAG is distributed on all sites of the grid and they can receive the monitoring events fired by the application which needs to be instrumented on the
necessary level. The level of instrumentation defines the granularity of the information which is sent to the listeners of the application’s execution events.
MAG usually has three distinct components. First it is composed of the eventing libraries which can send new data to the listeners, they are the primary
data sources. Secondly they MAG systems usually accommodate a cacheing
architecture close to the sources in order to avoid sending through the network
small packets of monitored data with high latencies. Finally the listener is a
component which is connected to all used caches of the SBA and periodically
retrieves their content to present it for the users.

Monitoring in Component-Based Systems

In component-based system, we can find three kinds of approach system monitoring, context monitoring to raise adaptations and monitoring for validation that target three main motivations. The system
monitoring consists of a monitoring of components and execution platform. It is used as an internal
mechanism to extend platforms capabilities, or adapt the system behavior. Context monitors are used for
the development of context-aware component-based systems. Finally, the validation monitors are used
to test, diagnose and debug component based systems.
Using monitors to extend component-based frameworks
To give a more precise view of the monitoring mechanisms in a component-base system extension perspective, here is a description of the Fractal Component System [30].
A Fractal component is formed out of two parts: a controller (also called membrane), and a content.
The content is composed of (a finite number of) sub-components managed by the controller of the enclosing component. The controller of a component embodies the control behavior associated with the
component. In particular, a component controller can:
• Provide an explicit and causally connected representation of the component’s sub components;
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Table 3.11: Using monitors to extend component-based frameworks
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject
Aspect

Property

How

Methodology
Architecture

Implementation

Description
Component-based applications and platforms are monitored to allow their extention. Component properties are monitored to detect execution scenario or
component activities that can highlight a need to weave new aspects on some
components of the system to extend its behavior, or extend the capabilities of
the platform.
In the context of platform extension, the monitoring can be made by the platform itself, or by a specialized component on the platform, and aims to track
some situations specified by the application designer and then trigger some
extension mechanisms.
This kind of monitoring aims to intercept some execution flows. That is why
the components and the execution platform are monitored.
In order to extend the platform or the application behavior, the monitoring have to target components internal changes and component composition
changes, to detect new needs of the system.
The properties monitored on components are life-cycle state, components
bindings, their contents, names and attributes. Messages exchanged by components through the platform are also monitored to manage execution flows.
Monitoring is passive. It just pays attention on components intenal changes,
and on binding events, and gathers information to react on some changes.
The monitoring is cross-layered, because changes can appear due to platform
behavior modifications, components composition changes or on the composition model (in a model@run-time perspective).
Monitoring mechanisms are deployed inside the execution platform or are
part of a specific component. We can also imagine that each components
implements some monitoring tools.

• Intercept incoming and outgoing operation invocations targeting or originating from the component’s sub components;
• Superimpose a control behavior to the behavior of the component’s sub components, such as suspending, check pointing and resuming activities of these sub-components.
The controller can be accessed through a set of so-called control interfaces which manage the nonfunctional properties of a component such as its life cycle, bindings, content, name and attributes. This
set of control interfaces can be extended with new control interfaces that can be added to a component
controller. The interception mechanism reifies messages sent by and received on component interfaces.
These messages can be modified, discarded or delivered to the component.
Several works have extended the controller to monitor the component activity to be able to extend its
behavior. For example, in [101, 110], Pessemier et al have shown how they can monitor the component
activity to weave new aspects that modify the system behavior. In [118], Vanderperren et al presents an
approach to monitor event in component-based system Jasco and weave aspects when a specific scenario
occurs. In the Spring framework1 , a built-in interceptor mechanism through proxy generation is used to
monitor and extend the system behavior.
Monitoring of Context in Component-based Systems
The monitoring of context in a component-based system is an essential ability which makes it possible
for the system to adapt itself according to context changes. The term context-awareness was introduced
by Schilit et al. in ”Context-Aware Computing Applications” (in 1994 IEEE Workshop on Mobile Computing Systems and Applications). Dey, in ”Understanding and Using Context” (in Personal Ubiquitous
1

http://www.springframework.org/
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Table 3.12: Monitoring of Context in Component-based Systems
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who
What

Actors
Subject
Aspect
Property

How

Methodology

Architecture
Implementation

Description
Context-awarness abilities are interesting to diagnose and optimize the behavior of a component-based application. It makes it possible for it, to adapt
its behavior to environement or execution flow changes, in order to ensure a
service level agreement.
The application itself monitors its context.
The monitoring concerns the ressources of the platform and the running system, and also user inputs that can lead to a context change.
The monitoring aim to reveal time and space changes of the platform or the
system, and availability of external ressources.
Available free space quantity, processor disponibility or external ressource
response time are examples of properties. In fact all system and platform
properties that do not diectly concerns the application behavior may be of
interest for context monitoring.
Data gathering is made in push mode by non-blocking mechanisms. Events
from the platform, the components and the system are collected and
component-based system adaptations may be triggered if the situation fits predefined conditions.
Monitoring may be centralized in a component, or in the platform implementation and is cross-layered to get all context changes.
Monitors are implanted in each components or in a specialized one.

Computing), defined context as ”any information that can be used to characterise the situation of entities”. So, Context-Aware Applications adapt their behavior based adaptation policies, by gathering
information from their environment. Such information can be collected from system properties, user
inputs or different sensors, and renders the creation of large scale context-aware application difficult because of two things: first, the number of data sources makes it hard to maintain a proper organisation,
second, because the gigantic number of data produced makes it hard to extract meaningful information.
A recent research prototype called WildCAT [47] eases the creation of context-aware systems. WildCAT
copes with issues such as number of data sources and the gigantic amount of data monitored by providing
a user with easy access to sensors through a hierarchical organization. WildCAT provides the power of
an SQL-like language to express conditions upon which adaptation mechanisms can be triggered.
In [44], the authors introduce a three-step cycle to efficiently process the context information. They
evaluate the caching/off-loading adaptation mechanism in COSMOS framework. The adaptation mechanism processes the information coming from the component framework. Context monitoring is gaining
importance and will be a important subject in the next few years in proactive control and adaptation of
systems as discussed and tested in [117].
Monitoring to Validate Component-Based Systems
Validation of software components is very important for the overall Quality of Service of componentbased software systems. To validate a component-based system we test, diagnose, and debug individual
and integrations of components in the system.
Testing attempts to check the behavioral correctness of component-based system by first independently
checking the correctness of individual components, and then checking the correctness of the composed
system. If testing leads to detection of faults or abnormal behavior, the next step is to isolate the fault in
the entire system.
Diagnosis of a component-based system is the process by which we aim to find the root cause of a failure.
Generally, a set of possible suspects is postulated, analyzed and reduced, as a result of the application of
test procedures, observations or other evidence. Diagnosis also help automate the ordering of a testing
strategy to address all potential test results and evidence. Diagnosis detects components that are suspect
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Table 3.13: Monitoring to Validate Component-Based Systems
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject
Aspect
Property

How

Methodology

Architecture
Implementation

Description
Run-time correctness, diagnosis and optimization are parts of componentbased applications validation. Monitoring is essential to detect and/or prevent
application failures, and ensure the application behavior.
Designers offten simulates workflows from clients or third party to monitor
the application behavior and improve it. At runtime, the provider places monitors to detect or diagnose application falures.
Platform reactions are monitored as components and application are.
The stress is placed on dependability, performances an usability of components and platform.
Interesting properties can be component response time, output correctness,
cross-dependency between components or availability.
The application can be monitored at design time in simulation mode. This
allow a fine grained monitoring of the global behavior of the system. When
deployed, the monitoring is mainly made in push modeto prevent failures.
In order to validate applications, the monitoring have to be made at all levels :
component by component, on components composition and on the platform.
Each component can monitor its correctness, and a specialized one can monitor allication behavior.

possible causes, and those components that are exonerated by the test outcome. The set of suspect components contains those which have failed, and some which may or may not have failed. A subsequent
application of a different test can similarly reduce the set of suspect components until all suspects are
known to have failed, and the cause of the system failure has been diagnosed.
Once, a fault has been localized in a component-based system it is essential to debug the system.
The debugging includes the replacement of components by linking the main process to other functioning/available components. For instance, if a component is no longer available or operational we replace
it with a component with similar behavior.
Components that perform validation include test execution units and monitors, diagnosis and debug components. We briefly describe each of these validation related components below:
• Test Execution Units and Monitors. A test execution unit invokes a component-based system
with a sequence of test inputs such as timed test sequences [116]. A test monitor component
validates the execution of a test sequence to a system. A test execution unit requires several test
cases for execution. Such test cases can be automatically generated[111] or specified manually
by an expert. The test monitor unit is an oracle that validates the execution of a test case. The
test monitor can compare an expected output with the output of a component-based system, it
can perform mutation analysis [95] to see how many bugs a test case is able to detect, or it can
verify the output against a post-condition. A test monitor informs a diagnosis monitor about the
correct/incorrect execution of a component.
• Diagnosis Components. The diagnosis component attempts to find the root cause of a problem
in a component based system. The faulty execution of a test case validated by a test monitor unit
is the information used for diagnosis. The faulty execution of a component may not originate in
the component but due to propagation of a fault from an other component. A diagnosis component creates, for example, diagnostic decision trees [11] to summarize evidence received from test
monitors. The diagnosis component also measures the reliability of a test monitor and proposes
replacement of monitors.
• Debugging Components. The management [46] or the debugging of a component based system
based on a diagnosis involves the use of optimization algorithms to reconfigure the system. The
replacement of a components is guided by QoS [46]. Several machine learning based approaches
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are available to reconfigure component based systems. In [127] the authors employ reinforcement
learning, [112] presents a self-repair algorithm for managing component-based systems. In [78]
the authors represent a model-driven recovery algorithm to perform single step recoveries in a
component based system. In [50] the authors present a debugging approach to detect structural
inconsistencies in declarative description of a component-based system.

3.4

From Monitoring to Adaptation

According to the conceptual framework shown in Figure 2.1, S-Cube vision explicitly states that monitoring and adaptation are related according to a cause-effect relationship. As previously introduced,
monitoring is defined as a process of collecting relevant information in order to evaluate properties
of interest over analyzed system and report corresponding events. As a consequence, these Monitored
Events (the “what” in the monitoring) are made available to SBA in order to improve the service provisioning. Usually adaptation is required when the monitored event detects anomalous situations, so these
events drive the definition of the Adaptation Requirements that, in turn, drive the adaptation execution
according to one of the mechanisms introduced in the next chapter.
A formal definition of what to be monitored and how to adapt the service execution are usually
formalized in a contract. In a contract, the quality of the service provisioning is specified in terms of
SLA. Here, a set of parameters are identified to describe the quality of the service along with the values
for these parameters that are considered acceptable for the parties. According to the S-CUBE project
deliverable CD-JRA-1.3.2 a set of quality dimensions that are considered relevant in a SBA are listed.
A contract about the provisioning of a SBA should include these dimensions as a way to formalize the
agreements between users and providers.
In addition, a contract includes elements related to the monitoring and adaptation. About the monitoring, the contract defines “who” is in charge of performing the monitoring actions, “what” has to be
monitored, and, in some cases, also “how” to monitor. About the adaptation, a contract can also specify
who is responsible for the adaptation in case the service provisioning is not compliant with the SLA.
In service oriented computing, WSLA [81], and WS-Agreement [65] provide some description models
to express contracts. WSLA allows providers to define quality dimensions and to describe evaluation
functions. Furthermore, it provides monitoring of the parameters during operations and invocation of
recovery actions when contract violations occur. Similarly, WS-Agreement provides constructs for advertising the capabilities of providers and for creating agreements based on creational offers, and for
monitoring agreement compliance at runtime.
According to a contract that holds between two parties, on first approximation adaptation is required
for two main reasons: (i) adaptation due to lack of conformance and (ii) adaptation due to requirements
changing. In more detail, in the first class, we include the adaptation mechanisms for optimize, recovery,
or prevent discrepancy between expected behaviour and the actual behaviour of the SBA. In the second
class, we include the adaptation for interoperability, customization, and context matching where the SBA
behaviour is fine, but the user requirements might change at run-time. As discussed in the following, the
lack of conformance implies that monitors provide information about a possible misbehaviour of SBA.
As a consequence, the adaptation takes place to proper repair the service execution. On the other hand,
the requirements changing implies the monitoring of the user context in order to identify changes that
have impact on the service execution. In this case, adaptation needs to redefine the service execution in
order to meet the new requirements.

3.4.1

Lack of conformance

According to the literature in dependable systems, the lack of conformance results in system failures
defined as “a discrepancy between the delivered service and the correct one” [76]. Following the terminology introduced in [76], a failure is the visible effect of an error and it is manifested to the SBA by the
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Figure 3.3: Failures and faults

monitor that includes it in the list of events monitored.
As shown in Figure 3.3, in case of system malfunctioning, a fault occurs and it causes an error
which, in turn, is manifested as a failure. A fault can be either active or dormant. In the former case
the fault produces an error; in the latter case does not. This process is usually called the “Fault-ErrorFailure Chain” and produces data that are relevant only at monitoring time. Indeed, the adaptation needs
information about the fault and not only about the failure. As a consequence, a fault identification activity
is required to discovery of the identity of the occurred fault and the diagnosis is the process by which
this is achieved. In some sense, the diagnosis is able to pass trough the Fault-Error-Failure chain in the
reverse order.
It is important to note that – for the purpose of this deliverable – we have adopted the terminology
of [76] and [99]. In the software engineering discipline different definitions for the terms are found [70].
Here, an error is the cause for a fault (i.e., a defect in a software artifact). This defect can lead to a failure
of the running software system.
At the end of the diagnosis, the adaptation mechanisms have the required information to enact the
most suitable strategy. In some case, according to the adaptation strategy adopted, this information can
also be exploited to avoid possible future critical situations. Thus, adaptation can follow a pro-active
approach.

3.4.2

Requirements changing

User’ requirements might change at run-time for several reasons. The user realizes that the quality of the
service the user asked before is not enough to fulfill the real goal, or the environment in which the user is
working changes. In the latter case, mobile devices are usually involved since they allow the user to move
around while consuming the services. In case the functional, or even the non-functional, characteristics
of the service depend on the environment (i.e., the context) in which the service is consumed, then the
user requirements might change at run-time and the SBA needs to react properly.
Requirements changing can be also inferred starting from the actions taken by the user in the past.
As discussed in the Section 3.3.3, the monitoring of HCI aims to reason about the sequence of actions
taken by the user in the system and helps to better understand the future action of the user. With respect
to the previous case, in which the context is analyze, and the adaptation is a reaction of a requirement
changing, in this case, the adaptation is proactive: the system aims at anticipating the user intentions.
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Chapter 4

Taxonomy of Adaptation Principles and
Mechanisms
The dynamic nature of the business world highlights the continuous pressure to reduce expenses, to increase revenues, to generate profits, and to remain competitive. This requires Service-Based application
to be highly reactive and adaptive. In fact, SBAs are subject to constant changes and variations: constituent services can evolve due to changes in structures (attributes and operations), in behavior (when
services are interacting) and policies; agreements between the interacting parties may change; the requirements and the SBA context may evolve as well. Such changes can be identified, detected, and
foreseen in the SBA during the monitoring of the application execution and its environment. In order
to accomplish this, SBAs should be equipped with the corresponding mechanisms to meet changing
requirements
As mentioned in the previous chapter concerning the monitoring part, in order to provide a holistic,
comprehensive, and integrated vision on the monitoring and adaptation across various research disciplines, in the following we will try to present a generalized and universal yet practical definition of the
adaptation problem. We will present a generic conceptual model for the adaptation, which refines an
overall adaptation and monitoring vision adopted within S-Cube research project. Based on the conceptual model, this chapter will provide a classification of the adaptation concepts, and instantiate this
classification across relevant research disciplines.

4.1

Conceptual Model

Adaptation can be defined as a process of modifying Service-Based Application in order to satisfy new
requirements and to fit new situations dictated by the environment on the basis of Adaptation Strategies
designed by the system integrator. An Adaptable Service-Based Application is a service-based application augmented with the corresponding control loop that monitors and modifies itself on the basis
of these strategies. Notice that adaptations can be performed either because monitoring has revealed a
problem or because the application identifies possible optimizations or because its execution context has
changed. The context here may be defined by the set of services available to compose SBAs, the computational resources available, the parameters and protocols being in place, user preferences, environment
characteristics.
High-level conceptual model of the adaptation concepts is represented in Figure 4.1.
The Adaptation Requirements identify the aspects of the SBA model that are subject to change, and
what the expected outcome of the adaptation process is. Adaptation Strategies are the ways through
which the adaptation requirements are satisfied. Examples of adaptation strategies are re-configure (i.e.,
modify the current configuration parameters of the SBA), substitute (replace one constituent service with
another), compensate (remove the negative effect of the previously executed action by performing new
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Figure 4.1: High-level adaptation model

actions), re-plan (modify the structure and the model of the application, which is more suitable for the
current situation), re-compose (modify the way the services are composed), and re-negotiate (modify the
service-level agreement with the service provider).
Adaptation Strategies are realized using the available Adaptation Mechanisms. These mechanisms
include the tools for performing actual adaptation actions, i.e., Realization Mechanisms, and the tools
for making important decisions about the adaptation, i.e., Decision Mechanisms. The latter include the
mechanisms for selecting adaptation strategies among possible alternatives given the current situations,
histories of previous adaptations, user decisions or preferences, etc.
The adaptation procedure may modify various elements of the SBA, i.e., may have different Adaptation Subjects. The adaptation process involves different kinds of Adaptation Actors covering various
roles with which the users may be involved in the process. When these roles are performed by the
corresponding software components, we speak about self-adaptation approaches.
Below we will provide a classification of the adaptation problem and identified adaptation concepts.

4.2

Adaptation Taxonomy

In this chapter, we describe a graphical representation of the adaptation taxonomy (depicted in Figure
4.2) that distinguishes approaches by Why, Who, What, and How software adaptation takes place.

4.2.1

Taxonomy Dimension: Why?

The first dimension of our taxonomy define the usage of the adaptation process, i.e., Why adaptation is
needed. Indeed, the Why dimension provides a description of the motivation for the adaptation.
Depending on the goal of the adaptation process, one can distinguish between
• Perfective Adaptation, which aims to improve the application even it runs correctly, e.g., to optimize its quality characteristics.
• Corrective Adaptation, which aims to remove the faulty behavior of a SBA by replacing it by a
new version that provides the same functionality. Various faults can occur relatively often and
unexpectedly in distributed systems. It is therefore necessary to handle failures reported during
execution of the SBA in order to recover from undesired behavior, or to change the application
logic in order to remove the possible fault.
• Adaptive Adaptation, which modifies the application in response to changes affecting its environment. The need for this kind of adaptation in SBAs is dictated by (i) the necessity to accommodate
to the changes in the SBA context (execution context, user context, or physical context); (ii) the
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Figure 4.2: Adaptation taxonomy
need to ensure interoperability between interacting parties by providing appropriate adapters or
mediators; (iii) the necessity to customize or personalize the application according to the needs
and requirements of particular user or customers.
• Preventive Adaptation, which aims to prevent future faults or extra-functional issues before they
occur.
• Extending Adaptation, which extends the application by adding new needed functionalities.
These classes may be further decomposed given particular problems in mind. For example, Adaptive
adaptation may be classified into Context-aware adaptation, mediation, and customization/personalization.
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Taxonomy Dimension: Who?

The Who dimension characterizes the adaptation problem from the view of the different actors (software
or human) involved in the adaptation process. One can distinguish the following actors:
1. Adaptation Requestor characterizes the stakeholders, who defines the adapttion requirements for
the SBA.
2. Adaptation Designer, who defines the adaptation strategies to achieve the adaptation requirements.
3. Adaptation Initiator, who initiate the modification of the application in reaction to the identified
changes.
4. Adaptation Executor is responsible for executing adaptation actions defined by the chosen adaptation strategy.
When certain roles are performed by the SBA or the environment autonomously, we speak about selfadaptation. Otherwise, the adaptation is referred to as human-in-the-loop adaptation. When the human
plays a role of the adaptation executor, we can speak about manual SBA adaptation, performed, e.g., at
design-time.

4.2.3

Taxonomy Dimension: What?

The What dimension is used to classify the adaptation target and the expected result. In this way,
we consider the following elements of the taxonomy: Subject of adaptation, Adaptation Aspect, and
adaptation scope.
With the Subject of Adaptation we mean an entity that should be modified by the adaptation process.
At the highest level of abstraction we distinguish
• SBA Instance, i.e., business process instance, an application customized to a particular user according to her user profile, a particular configuration of a service;
• SBA Class that define the whole application model, including its business process model, business
requirements and KPIs;
• SBA context encompasses various aspects, i.e., user/physical/computing environment in which the
application is performed;
• Adaptation and Monitoring Mechanisms themselves, changing the way the system is changed and
managed.
Finer granularity may be thought of, such as services, compositions, rules and policies, SLAs, etc.
With the Adaptation Aspect we refer to a particular concern of the adaptation process: different
dimensions of the SBA quality model (e.g., security, dependability, usability), functionality, HCI aspects,
etc.
With the Adaptation Scope we refer to the effect of the adaptation process, i.e., whether it is expected to be temporary (i.e., hold only to a particular SBA instance or in a particular context) or permanent adaptation (i.e., modify the whole application model that will be applicable to other instances and
situations).

4.2.4

Taxonomy Dimension: How?

The third dimension of our taxonomy is How adaptation can be achieved and implemented, that is, what
the specific strategies are exploited and what the specific mechanisms are used to implement the,. This
dimension includes the characteristics of the relations established between the monitoring artifacts and
the changes of SBA addressed by the approaches; e.g., models, types, granularity,etc.
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Adaptation Strategies
Adaptation strategies are the means through which adaptation is accomplished. Examples of adaptation
strategies are re-configuration, re-binding, re-execution, re-planning, etc. Adaptation Strategies define
the possible ways to achieve Adaptation Requirements and Objectives given the available Adaptation
Mechanisms. They may be classified according to a set of characteristics, including the placement (location) of changes, the used methodology, and the way the strategy is specified.
Location determines the placement of the changes in the SBA architecture and environment:
• Scope of adaptation effect (“horizontal” placement) says whether the changes are local (shallow),
i.e., the small-scale incremental changes localized to a service or are restricted to the clients of that
service, or whether they are global (deep), i.e., large-scale transformational changes cascading
beyond the clients of a service possibly to entire value-chain (end-to-end processes) - clients of
affected services e.g., outsourcers or suppliers.
• Affected functional SBA layers (“vertical” placement), where one can distinguish between Service
Infrastructure-level changes, when the changes affect service signatures, protocols, and the runtime environment of the service execution; Service Composition-level changes, when the behavioral protocols and/or operational semantics of SBA are affected; Business Process-level changes,
when the change involve business rules and requirements, organizational models, clients, and even
entire value chain; Cross-layer changes affect different functional layers.
Adaptation Methodology characterizes the timing, the distribution, and the direction of the adaptation.
• Timing defines the moment of time when the adaptation is performed. Reactive adaptation refers
to the modification in reaction to the changes already occurred; proactive adaptation aims to modify SBA before a deviation will occur during the actual operation and before such a deviation can
lead to problems; post-mortem adaptation is characterized by a significant gap between the triggering event is detected and the modification performed. Typically, the post-mortem adaptation is
accomplished by re-designing/re-engineering the application.
• Direction of the adaptation distinguishes between forward adaptation, where the adaptation strategy that directs the system to a new state, where the adaptation requirements are met, and backward
adaptation, where the adaptation strategy reverts the system to a state, previously known to meet
the adaptation requirements.
• Distribution of the adaptation distinguishes between centralized adaptation, where the actions are
defined and executed on all the affected components in the controlled and integrated way, and
distributed adaptation performed locally and then propagated among components.
Adaptation Specification represents the notations needed to specify the strategies and the particular actions representing those strategies. It can range from procedural approach (concrete actions to be
performed), over declarative (the description of the goals to be achieve), to hybrid. The notation may be
implicit: in this case the adaptation strategies and actions are hard-coded within the system according to
some predefined schemata and can not be changed, without modification of the adaptation mechanism.
Explicit adaptation specification, on the other hand, allows the designer to guide or influence the adaptation process by explicitly stating the adaptation requirements or instructions. The following forms of
explicit adaptation specification may be considered:
• action-based specification consists of situation-action rules which specify exactly what to do in
certain situations;
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• goal-based specification is a higher-level form of behavioural specification that establishes performance objectives, leaving the system or the middleware to determine the actions required to
achieve those objectives;
• utility function-based specification exploits utility functions to qualify and quantify the desirability
of different adaptation alternatives, and, therefore, permit, on the fly, determination of a “best”
feasible state;
• explicit variability approach associate the situations, where the adaptation should take place (adaptation points), with a set of alternatives (variants) that define different possible implementations of
the corresponding application part.
Adaptation action is an action performed over an adapted system with the purpose of changing it
according to the adaptation requirements. Adaptation action defines an operation semantics of the adaptation strategy. Different approaches define various adaptation actions. Those actions may be further
classified according to the subject of the adaptation and the scope: for example, service instance adaptation actions (retry, negotiate SLA, duplicate service, substitute service), flow instance adaptation actions
(substitute flow, redo, choose alternative behavior, undo, skip / skip to, compensate), service class actions (change SLA, and suggestion for service re-design), flow class actions (re-design/re-plan, change
service selection logic, change service registry, change platform).
Decision Mechanisms
Decision Mechanisms are the means through which adaptation approach may make a decision on the
strategy to be performed in a given situation in order to better satisfy the adaptation requirements. The
mechanisms are characterized by the dynamicity and by the automation of strategy selection.
Dynamicity of decision refers to the flexibility, with which the adaptation approach may decide
on the strategy to be applied. One can distinguish: static selection, when the adaptation strategy is
predefined and explicitly associated with the given adaptation requirement, situation or event; dynamic
selection, when the adaptation strategy is selected at run-time based on a concrete situation, information,
and context properties; and evolution-based selection, when the adaptation strategy is chosen taking into
account not only the current situation, but also the history of previous decisions, adaptations, and their
results.
Automation of decision characterizes the degree of the human involvement in the decision process.
The degree can range from totally automatic (no user intervention is needed), to interactive (where the
user makes the choice).
Adaptation Implementation
Adaptation implementation defines the way the adaptation methodology and architecture are realized. It
is defined by the autonomy of the execution, invasiveness of the framework, realization mechanisms, and
by specific characteristics of the approach that allow one to “measure” the approach.
Autonomy characterizes the involvement of the human in the adaptation execution. It can be done
in a autonomous way (self-adapt), manually, or in an interactive form, where the execution of adaptation
actions requires human involvement.
Invasiveness characterizes the adaptation framework from the perspective of how tightly it is integrated with the subject of adaptation and the execution framework. We distinguish between the cases,
when the adaptation facilities are integrated with the subject, the cases, when the adaptation facilities are
integrated with the platform, where the subject operates, and the cases, when the adaptation facilities are
completely separated and independent from the subject of adaptation.
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Realization mechanisms define the tools and facilities, necessary to enable a given adaptation
methodology, to implement the adaptation strategies, and to build the corresponding adaptation architecture. Realization mechanisms strongly depend on a given adaptation problem and on the approach
used for that. Typical examples include, in particular, reflection wich refers to the ability of a program to
reason about, and possibly alter, its own behavior; automated composition that provides a support for the
automated service composition in order to accomplish composition (or adaptation) goals; Service discovery / binding that allows to find, select, and exploit a new service as a replacement of the incorrect one;
SLA negotiation that allows to dynamically agree on the service quality, Aspect weaving techniques to
inject the adaptation facilities into the SBA code, design facilities and tools supporting manual adaptation
of SBA, etc.
Adaptation characteristics address some important challenges that adaptation process should satisfy, such as safety, security, optimality, cost, performance of the adaptation process.

4.3
4.3.1

Adaptation in Relevant Areas and Domains
Adaptation at Business Process Management

Adaptation of Business Processes
Adaptation of business processes may deal with permanent modification of the whole model or only a
modification of a particular instance. In the former case, one can speak of evolution, as all the new
instances of the process will follow the new model. This type of adaptation is usually achieved by
re-designing/re-engineering the business processes.
Consequently, the term “adaptation” in the workflow and business process management systems
refers to the run-time modification and/or extension of the running process instances in order to react to
various problems and to accommodate different changes in their environment. These changes may be
dynamics of organizational models, upcoming of better services, and new business rules and regulations.
The goal is to change the process while it is running, without having to remodel and redeploy the process, which is in general very time-consuming. Run-time modification of the business process instances
normally assumes a strategy, which is predefined at design-time and which targets the modification of
the structure of the process instance control flow or data flow.
The specification of the run-time adaptation activities may be implicit or explicit. The former case
corresponds to the modification of the process model, and the changes are extracted as a difference between the old model and the new one. In the latter case the adaptation actions are predefined, e.g., using
explicit variability techniques (possible alternatives are enumerated and associated with the corresponding applicability conditions) or as concrete actions (using special adaptation grammar that may define
tasks to insert, remove, skip, change or reset value of variables, etc).
An important mechanism for the process instance adaptation refers to ensuring correctness of the
adaptation activities in order to avoid so called instance migration bug. This problem refers to the fact
that the changes performed on the partially executed process instance may lead to the situation, which
violates certain predefined correctness requirements. In order to accomplish this, special mechanisms
are introduced to validate the applicability of the adaptation actions with respect to a current instance.
Recovery actions for workflow systems
Focusing on the corrective adaptation, recovery actions have been widely used in workflow systems.
While the general concepts are shared with all workflow management systems, several differences can
be found in systems developed before the definition of SOA architecture that has deeply changed the
concept of workflow, moving it from a coordination of actual tasks to a coordination of requests to
partners to execute specific services.
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Table 4.1: Adaptation of Business Processes
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject

Aspect

Scope

How

Strategy

Decision Mechanisms

Implementation

Description
The adaptation in BPM may be motivated by various factors: a process
instance may be modified in order to deal with a particular customer or
a particular business context (adaptive adaptation); it may be performed
in order to react to a certain problem or to a business-level failure (corrective adaptation).
If the adaptation targets modification of the business process model as
a whole, then it is performed “manually” (i.e., by re-design), requested
and initiated internally by the business analysts. The modification of the
running instances, instead, is performed autonomously, or under a human supervision, on the basis of the predefined actions. The adaptation
of particular process instances may be also requested by the external
stakeholders, e.g., by particular customers or partners.
The business process modifications may be triggered by the events that
happened at the model level (corresponds to the SBA class; may happen, e.g., as a result of the business process re-design) or at the instance
level.
Usually, the adaptation in BPM focuses on the modification of the business process models and on the modification of business transactions,
transaction protocols, and mechanisms.
The scope of adaptation depends on whether the whole business (process) model is changed or only a particular instance. In the former case
we refer to permanent changes, and in the latter to the temporary ones
as they affect the current process instance only.
The modification of the business process model are usually performed
at design-time; they require significant human involvement for identification the need for adaptation, for defining adaptation activities, and
for the implementing these activities. It may have an effect on the other
involved parties (deep changes), and may require changes at different
layers (e.g., to recompose services, to configure transactional mechanisms, etc). The strategies for the instance adaptation may be realized
at operation time either reactively (modification of already running instance) or proactively (adapting a new instance); they usually affect
service composition realising a given process, and do not affect other
partners (shallow changes). The specification may be defined implicitly or explicitly. In the latter case it may define both actions both for
forward and backward adaptation.
The adaptation decisions are normally made by the responsible analysts. In case of instance adaptation the decisions may be performed by
the workflow management system on the basis of the specification predefined at design time: if there is a range of possible adaptation actions
available, the selection is predefined by the corresponding policies, or
may require user involvement.
While the realization of business process model is done manually
through re-design, the implementation of instance adaptation relies on
the specific workflow or process management systems. The latter are
extended with the corresponding adaptation functionality, and perform
the changes autonomously or with a human intervention. The mechanisms to ensure the modification correctness (to avoid process migration bugs) are also considered.

The work in [36, 53, 105] presents specific workflow models that widely support recovery actions;
in [66] the authors focus on the analysis, prediction, and prevention of exceptions in order to reduce
their occurrences. The model presented in [68] focuses on the handling of expected exceptions and the
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Table 4.2: Recovery actions for workflow systems
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject

Aspect

Scope

How

Strategy

Decision Mechanisms
Implementation

Description
Recovery actions might be required when the workflow fails and it is
not possible to conclude the process. Focusing on the software infrastructure that drives the workflow, failures might happen for several reasons: systems in charge of performing some activities are not reachable,
are failed, (corrective adaptation) or are not able to perform the activities ensuring a given quality level (perfective adaptation).
Recovery actions are usually planned at design time by the designer
driven by the requirements expressed by the requester. Whenever is
possible to predict possible failures, the designer is in charge of identifying, for each possible failure scenario, the candidate recovery action
or a set of alternative recovery actions. When workflow failures occur, recovery actions are performed at run-time. In case the planned
recovery actions fails too, the executor, usually manually, is in charge
of defining new recovery actions.
Recovery actions can affects both the system, the service on which the
workflow is based, or even the structure of the process that drives the
workflow.
Recovery actions affect and are affected by both functional and nonfunctional aspects. System failures as well as low quality allows the
workflow engine to realize that a recovery action is required. Available
services and the related quality will drive the engine to select the best
recovery action strategy.
Recovery actions can modify the behaviour only of the failed instance
of the workflow in case of transient failure. On the contrary, in case of
permanent failure, the recovery action might modify the structure of the
workflow for all the instances that will be executed in the future.
Possible recovery actions are: re-invocation of a failed interacting system (retry) with the same data, retry with different data, substitution,
redefinition of the workflow. Recovery actions can affect the different
layers. The enactment of a recovery action of the BPM layer can require
the enactment of recovery actions at the bottom layers.
Recovery actions are usually defined manually and execute automatically.
For simple recovery actions (as the retry) the execution can be totally
automated. About the other cases, usually a human in the loop might be
considered and specific tools can help him/her during the decision phase
and the implementation and execution of the proper recovery actions.

integration of exception handling in the execution environment, while in [2] the authors propose the use
of “worklets”, a repertoire of self-contained subprocesses and associated selection and exception handling rules to support the modelling, analysis and enactment of business processes. The work in [55]
presents the requirements of a Web Service Management framework which also includes the typical
functionalities addressed in self-healing systems. The authors analyze and compare multiple alternative architectures for the implementation of Web Service Management systems proposing Web service
substitution and complex service re-compositions as repair actions. In addition, an extensive amount of
work on flexible recovery in the context of advanced transaction models has been done, e.g., in [62, 122].
They show how some of the concepts used in transaction management can be applied to workflow environments. The approach presented in [100] is mainly related to adaptivity in Information Systems, but
some solutions based on the concept of proxy, under certain conditions, enable the reaction to faults in
a way totally hidden to the process engine. Similar features, this time explicitly called recovery actions,
are presented in [59]. In [69] the authors consider a set of recovery policies both on tasks and regions of
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Table 4.3: Recovery and repair in service compositions
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject
Aspect

Scope

How

Strategy

Decision Mechanisms
Implementation

Description
The adaptation is a reaction to possible anomalies occurred while executing the composition. While the adaptation of single services might
be required to tailor their interfaces to the actual needs of the context in
which services are used, in the whole composition, adaptation usually
happens at run-time as attempts to fix problems triggered by an executing instance of the composition. The recovery is needed when the
process is not be able to perform tasks ensuring the quality of the composition (perfective adaptation), and to customize a particular instance
of a composition or to mediate interactions among services (adaptive
adaptation).
The designers define the process’ business logic and adaptation and
recovery separate. The recovery capabilities depend on the services
the process interacts with (the requester). Recovering actions are performed at run time by the executor.
The recovering actions may affect the services the process interacts
with, and/or the structure of the process that drives the composition.
Recovery actions are dealing with the dynamic binding. They may affect and are affected by both functional and non-functional aspects including QoS. The selection of the best recovery action is driven by the
QoS and the available services at run time.
Recovery actions can modify the behaviors at the protocol level or interfaces of services interacting in the composition process for the failed
instance of the composition failure. The recovery actions might also
modify the whole structure of the composition process for all instances
that will be executed in the future.
The framework can choose among a set of recovery actions: retry the
failed interacting system, substitute the faulty service involved in the
interaction by another one, compensate the failed interaction by canceling its effects. The adaptation can be local and tend to be pro-active and
go forward.
Some of recovery actions are defined manually and the others dynamically bound, and are executed automatically to fix a given anomaly.
Some recovery actions can be triggered automatically such as retry. For
other cases, to carrying out adequate recovery actions, a human can
usually use a specific tool (i.e., planning techniques)to help for making
decision, implementing and executing the actions.

a workflow. They use an extended Petri Net approach to change the normal behavior when an expected
but unusual situation or failure occurs. As in our approach the recovery policies are set at design time.

4.3.2

Adaptation in Service-Oriented Architectures

Recovery and repair in service compositions
When we think of adaptation of web service compositions, we must think of it as reaction to possible
anomalies occurred while executing the composition. While the adaptation of single services might be
required to tailor their interfaces to the actual needs of the context in which services are used, when we
reason on the whole composition, adaptation usually happens at run-time as attempts to fix problems
triggered by an executing instance of the composition. This means that in this case adaptation must
be considered in conjunction with the monitoring infrastructure, where the latter provides the hooks for
adaptation to happen. Usually, probes highlight anomalies and the adaptation infrastructure tries to solve,
or bypass, them.
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BPEL itself would allow designers to mix defensive programming techniques, fault, event, and compensation handlers with the actual business logic to embed adaptation into the process, but this solution
would be mixed-up, inefficient, and inflexible (any change would require modifying the BPEL process
and redeploying it). In contrast, we should perceive separation of concerns since it maintains the actual
business logic and adaptation directives separate. Designers define the process’ business logic, without
considering adaptation and recovery: a single comprehensive specification would result in a complex,
unmanageable, and intertwined definition.
The actual recovery capabilities heavily depend on the services the process interacts with. Stateless
partner services simplify the problem. Things become more complex when the process interacts with
stateful or conversational services. The former are services that have persistent side-effects when called
(e.g., business data are stored on a persistent database). This means that they cannot be called an indefinite number of times (even twice), and that they must provide a special operation if we want to be able to
undo their effects. The latter require that a special conversation protocol be respected. In these cases, we
need a way to rollback the conversation itself. This is why the use of stateful and conversational services
can lead to situations in which only partial recovery is possible. We should also distinguish between those
solutions that only work on the running instance, the approaches that modify the composition itself, and
those that comprise both [37].
Most of the process recovery approaches, or steering solutions, present in literature limit themselves
to the more simple notion of dynamic binding. These approaches try to update the set of services with
which they do business, and provide optimized experiences. Some limit themselves to substituting services that offer the same interface, while others provide mediation mechanisms. For example, we may
think of optimizing a BPEL process’ QoS by selecting the most appropriate partner services at run
time [9, 8]. Designers define global and local QoS constraints, and these data are used to retrieve candidate services from external repositories. If a QoS requirement cannot be met, the framework can choose
among a set of recovery actions: retry, substitute, and compensate.
We can also embed (re)binding rules in the composition language itself. For example, SCENE [43]
offer a composition language that allows designers to declare policy (re)binding rules; policies can be
either global or local. The framework also provides mediation capabilities through a special-purpose
mediation scripting language. Similarly to the two previous proposals, VIEDAME [94], provides a
dynamic adaptation and message mediation service for partner links. Using the data collected during the
monitoring step, the system chooses the most appropriate service, while XSLT or regular expressions are
used to transform messages accordingly.
All these approaches concentrate on local, or forward adaptation, while there are only a few proposals
that also consider backward recovery, that is, the capability of rolling the execution back to a previous
activity in the process, and restart it from there. Obviously, the actual options depend on both the process’
topology and its partners services: the simple re-execution of the faulty path could not solve the problem.
Self-Healing plug-in for a WS-BPEL engine (a.k.a. SH-BPEL, [93]), in particular, provides processbased recovery actions of both types. Recovery actions are specified by annotating WS-BPEL processes
in a way that preserves the business logic, but enables specific recovery actions: the ability of modifying
the value of process variables by means of external messages; the ability of redoing a single task or
an entire scope; the possibility of specifying alternative paths to be followed, in the prosecution of the
execution, after the reception of an enabling message; the possibility of going back in the process to a
point defined as safe for redoing the same set of tasks or for performing an alternative path; substitution
of dynamically selected services in case they do not respond within a timeout threshold.
Transactional BPEL processes provide special purpose fault handlers used to rollback the process if a
transaction cannot be closed. For example AO4BPEL [39] proposes an AOP-based solution. In contrast,
[9] provides an ad-hoc recovery primitive to let designer move back the execution of their processes
the way they want. The gain in freedom and flexibility is clearly paid in terms of guarantees of the
correctness of resulting executions.
Adaptation can also be carried out by exploiting planning techniques as a means to automatically
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Table 4.4: Adaptation for QoS-based optimization
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject

Aspect
Scope
How

Strategy

Decision Mechanisms

Implementation

Description
Adaptation for QoS-based optimization aims at executing the a servicebased process with the best quality (perfective adatation). To this aim,
sometime, the composing services, as well as the process structure
might change (corrective adaptation)
QoS level that must be ensured at run-time is defined at design time
after an agreement between the service provider and the requestor. The
agreement is usually formalized in terms of SLA. The executor is in
charge of monitoring and react to low-quality situation by means of
adaptations.
In case of temporary low-quality provisioning, a specific instance is
adapted. Otherwise, in case of more severe situation the SBA class
could be adapted.
The quality aspect drives the adaptation in terms of system performance
or even in terms of changed context aspects.
QoS-based adaptation can be both temporary or permanent due to the
nature and the source of the low-quality issue.
Usually QoS-based adaptation is planned at design time with respect to
the agreement defined in the SLA where responsibilities and penalties
are also defined. The more the automation of the SLA increases, the
more the adaption shifts from the design-time to the run-time. Possible recovery actions require the re-invocation of the service that make
the quality lower than expected. In case of permanent problems, the
substitution of such a service can be required.
QoS-based adaptation is usually driven by the SLA. In this document
the responsibilities about the monitoring of QoS information as well as
the responsibilities about the adaptation enactment are defined.
Depending on the type of adaptation strategy required, its execution can
be totally automated or supervised by a human.

compute the aggregation of services able to fix a given anomaly. For example, if a given service does
not answer anymore, and we have no “equivalent” services readily available, we can exploit planning
techniques, based on semantically-enriched services descriptions, to compute the on-the-fly composition
that substitutes the faulty service. The same approach can easily be extended to cover the run-time
substitution of process fragments. For example, McIlraith [91] extended and adapted Golog [85] for
automatic Web service composition based on services encoded in OWL-S, while Pistore et al. [103],
exploit Planning as Model Checking to automatically compose Web services.
Adaptation for QoS-based optimization
In case of Web service based processes, the quality of the overall process strictly depends on the quality
provided by Web services tied to the task. Zeng et al. in [125] proposes an approach for deriving the
process quality starting from the Web service properties considering some of the most relevant quality
dimensions.
In this scenario, as defined in the perfective adaptation, it might happen that even if the process runs
properly an adaptation is required because of insufficient quality. As a consequence, the SBA should
react in order to improve the quality of the service process. The goal is to select the best set of services
available at run-time, taking into consideration process constraints, but also end-user preferences and the
execution context.
Web service selection results in an optimization problem that has been studied both in the research
areas of service oriented computing for business processes and of grid environments. The literature has
provided two generations of solutions. First generation solutions implemented local approaches [92,
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125, 7], which select Web services one at the time by associating the running abstract activity to the
best candidate service which supports its execution. Local approaches can guarantee only local QoS
constraints, i.e., candidate Web services are selected according to a desired characteristic, e.g., the price
of a single Web service invocation is lower than a given threshold.
Second generation solutions proposed global approaches [125, 33, 42, 77]. The set of services that
satisfy the process constraints and user preferences for the whole application are identified before executing the process. In this way, QoS constraints can predicate at a global level, i.e., constraints posing
restrictions over the whole composed service execution can be introduced. In order to guarantee the
fulfillment of global QoS constraints, second generation optimization techniques consider the worst case
execution scenario for the composed service. For cyclic processes, loops are unfolded, i.e., unrolled according to their maximum number of iterations [125, 33]. These approaches could be very conservative
and constitutes the main limitation of second generation techniques.
Furthermore, global approaches introduce an increased complexity with respect to local solutions.
The main issue for the fulfillment of global constraints is Web service performance variability. Indeed,
the QoS of a Web Service may evolve relatively frequently, either because of internal changes or because
of workload fluctuations [125, 38, 126]. If a business process has a long duration, the set of services
identified by the optimization may change their QoS properties during the process execution or some
services can become unavailable or others may emerge. In order to guarantee global constraints Web
service selection and execution are interleaved: Optimization is performed when the business process
is instantiated and its execution is started, and is iterated during the process execution performing reoptimization at run-time. To reduce optimization/re-optimization complexity, a number of solution have
been proposed that guarantee global constraints only for the critical path [125] (i.e., the path which corresponds to the highest execution time), or reduce loops to a single task [33], satisfying global constraints
only statistically, by applying the reduction formula proposed in [35]. Another drawback of second
generation solutions is that, if the end-user introduces severe QoS constraints for the composed service
execution, i.e., limited resources which set the problem close to infeasibility conditions (e.g., limited
budget or stringent execution time limit), no solutions can be identified and the composed service execution fails [33]. While first and second generation approaches have been applied, e.g., [28, 125], the
need for further research toward more advanced optimization techniques, in particular for cyclic processes [57, 7] is advocated. In addition, none of the previous approaches considers in the optimization
the case of processes composed by stateful Web services, where more than one task must be performed
by the same Web service.
In [8] an alternative modeling approach to the service selection problem is introduced, where: i)
loops peeling is adopted in the optimization, which significantly improves the solutions based on loops
unfolding, ii) negotiation is exploited if a feasible solution cannot be identified, to bargain QoS parameters with service providers offering services, reducing process invocation failures, and iii) a new class of
global constraints, which allows the execution of stateful Web service components, is introduced.
Service evolution
Service evolution refers to the continuous process of development of a service through a series of consistent and unambiguous changes. Service evolution is motivated by the need to cope with multiple
stakeholders, fluid requirements, and external pressures that affect entire organization. A key issue for
the service evolution is the ability to support service diversification: the services should co-exist in multiple active versions.
Such changes are not performed autonomously; they require intensive human involvement to identify,
design, and management of service evolution. To control service development one needs to know why
a change was made, what are its implications and whether the change is complete. Such a change is
requested, designed, initiated, and performed by the service provider. However, as the evolutionary
changes are permanent and significant, the effect of the strategy spans the boundary of a service and
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Table 4.5: Service evolution
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject
Aspect

Scope

How

Strategy

Decision Mechanisms

Implementation

Description
The changes performed with service evolution originate from the need
to introduce new functionality (extending adaptation), the modification
of existing functionality to improve performance (perfective adaptation), the inclusion of new regulatory constraints that require that the
behavior services be altered or to accommodate to the requirements of
new customers (adaptive adaptation).
Changes are requested, designed, initiated, and performed by the service provider (i.e., designer). In order to manage changes as a whole,
the Web service consumers (i.e., requester) have to be taken into consideration as well, otherwise changes that are introduced at the service
provider side can create severe disruption.
Service evolution deals with the permanent modification resulting in
the new versions of the underlying service (i.e., SBA class adaptation).
Driven by a variety of requirements and factors, adaptations may affect
various aspects of the service implementation at different functional
layers. Moreover, evolution might be required to tailor their interfaces
to the actual needs of the context in which services are used.
As the new version of a service is created, the scope of adaptation is
permanent for the new version: all future executions of this service
version will follow the new model.
The adaptation requirements are addressed by re-designing of a service leading to a new version. This requires intensive human involvement at deciding, designing, and implementing new service versions.
The modifications are significant; they may affect different functional
SBA layers; the scope of effect spans across the boundary of the service
provider (deep changes).
The decisions on what to change and on how the changes are realized in
the new version are defined by the stakeholders and designers. Theses
decisions take into account the Web service consumers as well; otherwise changes that are introduced at the service producer side can create
severe disruption. Service evolution attempts to a priori validate and
constrain service changes and ensuing versions so that they are consistent and well-behaved.
The realization of the service evolution activities is achieved by the
mechanisms of Service Evolution Management. The implementation
of those mechanisms is tailored to the understanding of all the points
of change impact, controlling service changes, tracking and auditing all
service versions, and providing status accounting.

propagates to the service customers (deep changes). In order to manage changes as a whole, the Web
service consumers have to be taken into consideration as well, otherwise changes that are introduced at
the service producer side can create severe disruption.
The evolution of the service is achieved through the creation and decommission of its different versions during its lifetime. These versions have to be aligned with each other in a way that would allow a
service designer to track the various modifications and their effects on the service. A crucial requirement
for service evolution is, therefore, a robust versioning strategy to support development of multiple versions to support their upgrades, while continuously supporting previous versions (e.g., to be able to deal
with message exchanges between a provider and a client despite service changes).
In contrast to other approaches to service adaptation that aim to a posteriori modify itself in order to
address potential functional or non-functional mismatches, service evolution attempts to a priori validate
and constrain service changes and ensuing versions so that they are consistent and well-behaved. This
is achieved by the mechanisms of Service Evolution Management, i.e., is the process of managing the
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Table 4.6: User and HCI Aspects in Adaptation
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject

Aspect

Scope

How

Strategy

Decision Mechanisms

Implementation

Description
The adaptation is required to adjust the system with respect to the context changes (adaptive adaptation) and the user interactions of the system (perfective adaptation).
The adaptation is usually performed by the service provider (i.e., designer) upon the user request during the interactions or while the context changes.
HCI or context based adaptation can be achieved at different level of
SBA from higher granularity to instance level. The context changes
might also affects the monitoring rules and infrastructure.
The adaptation is driven by HCI and context factors and may affect
various aspects of the service implementation at different functional
layers including monitoring mechanisms. The non functional aspects
(i.e., privacy disclosure of a user) are also taking into account.
The adaptation is designed to be temporary performed, because the
change is made with respect to a user (one application) or a particular context.
In context based adaptation, the adaptation specification is actionsbased, defined at design time as a set of policies and executed statically
or dynamically. HCI and context based adaptation mechanisms can be
implemented at different level of system architecture.
Human is in the loop for the HCI adaptation. In contrary, the contextbased adaptation is driven dynamically and is decided using policies
defined at design time.
The adaptation mechanisms are implemented at different level of the
system architecture from the application level to the underlying platform of the application.

effective implementation of service evolution and co-existence of multiple active service versions, in
a way that ensures that permanent changes in structure, behavior, relationships, and associated service
versions are achieved in a sound and consistent manner. In summary, Service Evolution Management
(SEM) exhibits the following characteristics:
• mechanisms to identify all kinds of permissible changes to services and to classify them;
• propagation analysis mechanisms that record the status of services, analyze change requests and
gather information about the clients of a service version to ensure compliance with respect to
service updates and version contracts;
• version control mechanisms that ensure consistent behavior of services, by controlling the release
of a service and changes applied to it throughout its life-cycle;
• validation and resolution mechanisms that validate the completeness of a change and maintain
consistency by ensuring that a service is a well-behaved collection of service changes and versions;
• instance migration mechanisms for associating instances of running services with new versions.

4.3.3

User and HCI Aspects in Adaptation

The concept of context encompasses various aspects such as computing environment (e.g. available
processors, network connectivity and capacity, input output devices), user environment (e.g. location,
collection of nearby people) and physical environment (e.g. lighting, noise level) [49]. Context based
system adaptation is the process where a system is adjusted with respect to the change in the context
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and the tasks and actions of the user of the system [32, 107, 124]. The later case, where the system
is adapted with respect to the user interaction, is known as Human Computer Interaction (HCI) based
system adaptation. Clearly, these problems instantiate adaptive form of adaptation.
In the settings of context-based and in particular, HCI-based adaptation, it is possible that the monitoring underlying process will may have to adjust itself with respect to (i) context changes, which is
termed as context based adaptation of the monitoring, and (ii) human computer interaction, which is
termed as HCI based adaptation of the monitoring. The former may include, but is not limited to, dynamic selection of monitoring rules based on context information [48, 115] and change of monitoring
infrastructure based on context information [115]. For example, consider a service that can be deployed
either on desk top computer, or personal digital assistants (PDA), or mobile phone and there is a set of
rules to be monitored for each of these devices. The monitor should select a set of rules to monitor based
on the device the service has been deployed to. Consequently, the subject of adaptation refers not only
the application instances, but also to the monitoring mechanisms.
In context-based adaptation, adaptation specification is action-based: it has a form of a set of policies
that define what should be done to adapt the behaviour when a change is detected are specified at design
time using formal [107, 108] or semi formal [115] languages. The adaptation strategies are applied at
run-time, when context information is matched against the specified monitored properties in order to
trigger specific actions prescribed in the adaptation policies. It should be noted that the actions specified
in policies can be (i) static in nature, i.e. given a specific change observed in the context a specific type of
actions should be taken to adapt the system to the context [71, 34, 58]. For example, in case of a PDA, if
the battery power goes below a certain level, then switch to a monochrome display from a colour display,
or (ii) dynamic in nature, i.e. given a change in the context run time solution should be computed that is
the most appropriate for the current context [24, 114]. For example, consider a video streaming service,
where the compression ratio of the video files can be determined at the runtime based on the available
bandwidth.
HCI or context based adaptation can be achieved by implementing adaptation mechanism at different
level of the system architecture [114, 98]. For example, adaptation mechanism can be implemented at
application level, as it may be feasible for the application to decide how best to exploit the available
resources [34, 114, 98]. Again adaptation mechanism can be implemented at the underlying platform of
the application where entities from the platform (e.g. file access system or middleware component) are
directly involved in the adaptation mechanism [114, 98]. The third approach lies in between these two
approaches where the implementation of the adaptation mechanism is allocated to different levels of the
system architecture [114].

4.3.4

Adaptation in Grid computing

Grid computing is defined as coordinated resource sharing. This definition already presents us the two
major participants of the Grid adaptation techniques. First of all Grid mainly offers two kind of resources:
storage and computing resources. The second major part is the coordination, which might adapt user
requests to the currently available resources. Therefore in the current grid systems the two main entities
offering adaptation is the storage broker and the (computing) resource broker. Both of these brokers are
offering perfective and corrective adaptation techniques.
The example of perfective adaptation can be understood more easily with the help of storage brokers.
These systems examine data requests and according to their context they translate these requests to use
the data which are closer to the currently executed application which plans to process it. The primary
actor who initiates the adaptation is the application itself, who requests the adaptation of the data request
from the storage broker. It is important that the application usually asks for the adaptation every time
a different data request is made, therefore this adaptation is temporary. Temporary adaptation can be
achieved because context dependency in storage brokers, which means for example that they adapt the
data requests according the requester’s execution location, and they can take into account the user’s
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Table 4.7: Adaptation in Grid computing
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject

Aspect

Scope

How

Strategy

Decision Mechanisms

Implementation

Description
Adaptation in grid computing is offered for perfective and corrective
purposes. The perfective behavior deals with the access optimization
of the various resources shared among the grid participants. The optimization can range from similar resource assignment for correlating
computing tasks to choosing an execution location in the proximity of
the input data storage. The corrective adaptation in grid has a single
purpose, that the user should not notice the non guaranteed behavior of
the underlying services of the grid system.
The executor of the adaptation strategy is the task of the different resource brokers, which are including several adaptation strategies in their
design. The adaptation is usually triggered on faults (corrective systems) or on user request (perfective systems).
Adaptation in grid focuses on the SBA instance. The actual execution
of the application is adapted, however the erroneous situations can rise
again. The infrastructure is not reorganized to better fit the SBA class,
this is a manual task of adding new resources usually. However with the
rise of the virtualization the infrastructure is now capable of adapting
to the SBA class more closely, without affecting other SBAs offered by
the same grid.
The usefulness is the key moving factor in grid. Thus the adaptation
is applied usually when the users would gain processing time on its
requests based on the adapted task descriptions they gave.
Adaptation is temporary in grids, they don’t change because of a single
application, the application however is usually adapted for the currently
available grid infrastructure - e.g. it is using only the available processors on a given site or it is using grid level messaging instead of plain
MPI.
Re-configuration and re-execution is the two usually chosen strategy in
grid. Re-configuration usually occurs before execution, which means
the execution request is adapted to the current grid context instead of
using an improperly formulated one. Re-execution usually appears together with re-configuration, and it is applied when the resource broker
realizes that there is a possible SLA violation. In this case the broker reconfigures the execution request and if it is still feasible it re-executes
it accordingly.
are automated with the help of the grid infrastructure, the user can influence the chosen strategies and the possible outcomes by specifying
extra details on its request to the resource brokers.
Grid adaptation techniques are usually integrated with the grid middleware, and barely delivered with a specific application.

identity (e.g. the VO membership) who executes the application. VO membership based adaptation
however leads us to preventive adaptation, since it is unlikely that a user can access data from storage
resources in different VOs, therefore the storage broker makes sure that errors happen less frequently.
Corrective adaptation best represented by resource brokers. In Grid, resource brokers are the primary
access points to the resources. They act as a super resource, which might tackle all computing tasks of a
given virtual organization. When a user sends a task to the broker it selects a computing resource which
best fits the request. However the non guaranteed services offered by the computing resources need that
the broker adapts the request in case the previously selected resource rejects or fails to execute the user’s
task. The adaptation is usually achieved by substituting the previously selected resource with the second
best fit resource. This is a self adaptation mechanism because there is no need for human interaction
after the user sent the task to the resource broker. In some extreme cases no resources can complete the
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user’s request. This case arises when the resource broker exhausts the list of the matching resources,
which could fulfill the user’s request, because all the resources from the list fail to process the request
properly. As a result the resource broker might renegotiate the request with the user by describing the
previous trials it made to finish the requested task, and suggesting adjustments to the following request.
In case QoS is the driving factor for adaptation in Grid computing, then the adaptation system might
change the Grid information system’s entry about a resource according to the rate of resource failures
or congestion. The Grid information system (an implementation of grid level monitor) is the primary
source for high level components where the Grid level decisions are made. Changes in the information
system’s offerings mean the whole grid infrastructure acts according to this data, therefore a simple
change uniformly adapts all systems dependent on the information service. Another aspect of the QoS
awareness that by using virtualized resources in Grid it is possible to change certain properties of those
virtual machines which provide the computing resources. As an example adapting virtualized resources
might use the ballooning capability of the virtual machine monitors (they can change the system memory
in run-time).
Finally adaptation strategies can be specifically designed for parallel constructs used in Grid technologies. Like in case of process farms the number of worker processes can be adapted depending on
the number of nodes present on the computing resource selected as the execution location of the process
farm.

4.3.5

Adaptation in Component-Based Systems

Adaptation in software systems targets a self adaptation of the software. Most of time, adaptations are
designed and tested on component-based systems, because of their high modularity.
Contexts of adaptation
Correction and prevention of system failures is probably the principal context of adaptation. A corrective adaptation aims to replace a faulting component by another one having the same behaviour. As
the system can be offered different components to retrieve the same information, if an action query on a
component leads to a component failure, the system will replace the component by another and try again.
Sometimes, system failures are due to modifications of the runtime environment (loss of a peripheral device for example) and the system may have to realize preventive adaptations to feet the new execution
conditions, avoid failures and ensure correct behavior. Some research in this domain is towards preventing component failures by launching preventive adaptations in order to prepare the system to a possible
context modification.
Enhancement of the QoS makes the second context of adaptation. For example, a component-based
HTTP-proxy server have to perform perfective adaptations on its behavior to find the right balance between the memory used and the latency. These adaptations can be realized by changing the request
handler component implementation.
Platform extension concerns the ability of the system to take into account new components by adapting the in-place components behavior or the platform capabilities.
Adaptation strategies
The integration of real selection strategy engines in middleware software is not yet commonplace. Some
works investigate concepts and techniques developed in the artificial intelligence field such as expert
systems, constraints satisfaction algorithms [67], neural networks or fuzzy approaches [40].
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Table 4.8: Adaptation in Component-Based Systems
Dimension
Why

Concepts
Usage

Who

Actors

What

Subject

Aspect

Scope

How

Strategy
Decision Mechanisms
Implementation

Description
Component-based system adaptation can be corrective (replacement of
a non satisfying component), adaptive (to fit new needs), extending in
the way you an add or remove functionalities, perfective (replacing a
component or a composition by a one more performent) or preventive
(replacing a component or a composition that seems to lead to a system
failure).
The main effort is made on self-adaptive systems. As a consequence,
adaptations are (most of time) initiated and executed by the application
itself, regarding monitored properties of the system or the context. The
request may also come from a human or from a non-satisfied close in a
contract (behavior specification), according to adaptation policies and
mechanisms described by the application designer.
The adaptation can target a component (in a fine grain approach) or a
composition in a higher granularity, and can also change adaptations
policies and requesters.
Driven by a variety of requirements and factors, adaptations may affect
various aspects of the components implementation at different functional layers.
When adaptation concerns a component, or the composition of components, this adaptation is temporary and designed to be dynamically
triggered by either adaptation policies or QoS reasons. Adaptations are
permanent in the context of a version change for example. The last
point is the adaptation of the adaptation policies, that tend to be dynamic by using some learning mechanisms. In general terms, the adaptation is temporary if it concerns the performances and is permanent if
it targets an evolution of the system.
In general case, adaptations are local on composition level; mostly reactive, they tend to be pro-active and go forward.
Most adaptations are automatic (no human-in-the-loop) and dynamic,
because adaptations are decided using policies.
Component-based systems are designed to realize self-adaptations (autonomous)

Adaptation specifications are based on precise descriptions of the software architecture. These descriptions are mainly made using architecture description languages (ADL) or model driven engineering
(MDE). Some architectures description languages has been classified in Barais PhD thesis [15] according to their dynamic reconfiguration support. In [84], Lau gives an overview of components metamodels
based on the same point of view. Being graphical or textual, these solutions allow the system to be described as a software component’s composition. As a consequence, an adaptation of the architecture is
as simple as a modification of component link’s or as a component add or remove action. The adaptation
specification can be explicited by getting the differences between the before-modification system description and the after one, and then passed to the adaptation implementation to be realized. The implicit
way to specify the adaptation is to give the modified system description to the adaptation implementation
which is in charge of expliciting the adaptation description before its realization.
Adaptation of system properties is probably the simplest adaptation mechanism in software systems.
According to some environment considerations, the values of system parameters are computed to render
the most efficient behavior. Most of execution platforms offer this ability and this may be considered as
perfective or preventive adaptation mechanism.
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Component adaptation aims to replace a component or a part of its internal code by another. This
adaptation mechanism is mainly used in a corrective context. For sure, implementation of such an adaptation mechanism is based on platforms supporting dynamic modification of the application at run-time.
The OSGi kernel [3] is a standard container-provider to built service-oriented software. It implements a
cooperative model where applications can dynamically discover and use services provided by other applications running inside the same kernel. In this platform, applications can be installed, started, stopped,
updated and uninstalled without a system restart and at any moment. According to these specifications,
an application is then divided on several bundles (OSGi components). Each bundle is designed to reach
the highest level of independence, giving the software enough modularity to allow partial system adaptations such as services updates, additions or removes. Fractal (cited below) can be presented as another
platform allowing this kind of adaptation.
Structure adaptation of component-based application modifies the relations between components and
can add, remove or replace components of the system. Used in extending and adaptive adaptations, this
adaptation implementation relies on tools that support dynamic reconfiguration of deployed applications.
These adaptation facilities are to be integrated within the platform (the middleware) the subject operates
on. DynamicTAO [83], DART [104] and OpenCom [41, 45] offer introspection features and introactions that allow an application to change its configuration and consequently the connections between
the various components. This reconfiguration has been made possible thanks to the accessible architectural entities and the numerous operations offered in order to change the topology of the application
(in terms of components and connectors). Fractal [31, 30] is another example of run-time platform
supporting adaptive systems. Indeed, one of the peculiarities of Fractal components is to provide control
interfaces (Controller in the Fractal terminology) allowing configuration of some extra-functional aspects
of the components such as the life cycle, the topology of internal composites, etc. Pukas [75] propose
an implementation of the J2EE platform, introducing joint actions procedures (add, delete, connection,
etc.) but is not as reflexive as Fractal.
Adaptation selection and mechanisms
The adaptation selection mechanism presented in Garlan et al. [61], is based on a principle of violation
/ reaction associated with architectural invariants. Each invariant is associated with an adaptation strategy described in an imperative form on the architecture model. When the system detects a breach of an
invariant it triggers the adaptation implementation of the involved strategy.
QualProbes [86] and MADAM [56], in the other hand, use a dynamic selection. QualProbes incorporates an engine of fuzzy logic to dynamically set the quality parameters of the deployed applications.
Each application describes the rules that control its quality parameters. The middleware is responsible
for implementing these rules and for computing values of relevant parameters in accordance with available resources. The idea developed into QualProbes is quite relevant but does not take into account the
dynamic architectural adaptation term (adding and deleting components or connectors). MADAM incorporates a adaptation selection strategy based on a calculation of utility function that allows him to choose
the best possible configuration depending on the environment.
Batista et al. [21] provide a run-time environment called Plastik that triggers system adaptation when
measured properties of the platform evolves.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
This deliverable provided a comprehensive overview of the knowledge and concepts in the field of adaptation and monitoring for service-based applications, taking into account and considering the knowledge
from the S-Cube disciplines business process management, service-oriented computing, grind computing and software engineering. This knowledge has been analyzed, aligned and synthesized at various
levels of detail as follows:
• Firstly, the adaptation and monitoring framework, introduced in the workpackage vision, has provided a high level view of the key logical elements needed for adaptation and monitoring of SBAs.
In addition, it has depitced the basic dependencies between those elements.
• Secondly, more detailed conceptual models for monitoring and adaptation have been devised,
which include a refinement of those key logical elements by introducing important (general) concepts and relationships between those concepts.
• Thirdly, for many of the concepts in the conceptual models, specialized concepts exist; e.g., different kinds of adaptation exist, including corrective, perfective or preventive adaptation. Thus,
taxonomies for monitoring and adaptation have been created which classify and list these concepts.
• Finally, the concepts from above have been related to individual domains and research challenges
to show their use within those domains. Based on those domain instantiations, the differing or
similar usage of terms could be identified. In fact, the key definitions for concepts (both domainspecific and generic) have been provided to the S-Cube Knowledge Model.
The explicit adaptation and monitoring knowledge, as documented in this deliverable, will serve as
input for the future work of this workpackage as well as for the other research workpackages. Specifically, this knowledge will be exploited in the follow-up tasks of this workpackage, which will further
investigate and refine adaptation principles, techniques, and methodologies (T-JRA-1.2.2 ’Integrated
Adaptation Principles, Techniques and Methodologies’) and which will focus, in particular, on the role
of context and human involvement in the SBA monitoring and adaptation (T-JRA-1.2.3 ’Comprehensive,
Context-Aware Monitoring’).
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